nevada
®

Verticals - Plus FULL RANGE of Yagi Antennas now in stock

Big IR Mk IV

40m-6m cont. coverage
Length: 10.05m
Power: 3kW
SDA 100 controller inc
£1249.95
Opt. 80m Coil.....£459.95

CRANK IR

Portable vertical
40m-6m cont. cover
Power: 1.5kW
16 ft fiberglass pole
(2ft collapsed)
£429.95

Small IR MK III

20m - 6m cont. cover
Length: 5.4m
Power: 3kW
£999.95
Optional coils
available for 80m/40m

The only true ¼ wave continuous coverage Verticals for the HF bands

PRICE PLEDGE We always aim to be
competitive, seen it cheaper - then let us know!

MORE RADIOS!
Apache Labs ANAN 7000DLE 100W SDR
Improved receiver and 100W
transmitter specifications, that
are “off the chart”. Pure signal
mode for ultra clean TX.

NEW

SPECIAL PRICE £3099.95 £2695

IC-7610

The first shipment is
almost sold out – but
still a few available,
reserve yours now!
GENEROUS PART EXCHANGE
on your old radio

Yaesu FTDX-5000 HF/50MHz 200W Transceiver

HF/50MHz 100W SDR Transceiver
• Large 7” Widescreen display
• Real Time Spectrum Scope
• Dual Watch Multi-band receiver
• Built in Automatic ATU

£3599.95

Icom IC-7300

WITH FREE

£1199.95

£3199.95

ACOM A600S 600W solid state amp
• Covers 1.8-54MHz
• Weighs just 12kg
• High resolution colour display
• 30W RF drive for full output

• 100W HF+6m+4m
• RF direct sampling
• Touch screen control
GENEROUS Part X CALL NOW!

!

P
YAESU CA

Premium class Transceiver with
2 independent receivers
Still holds its own against the
competition!

Compatible with all makes of transceiver!

£2399.95

HY-GAIN Antennas - 20% Discount!
New series designed by Justin Johnson G0KSC
New series designed by Justin Johnson G0KSC
save
£60

save
£80

save
£100

DB46M8EL - 4/6m Yagi

LFA 6M4EL - 6m 4 Element LFA

LFA 6M5EL - 6m 5 Element LFA

New Compact Dual Band 4 & 6m Yagi

New 3rd generation Loop Fed Array
(LFA) yagis with highly suppressed side
lobes. Gives low noise, enabling
reception of weak signals that others
can't hear! Strong antennas built to last!

• Low Noise LFA design
• Low SWR, High Gain
• Low Loss 50 Ohm direct feed
• Strong T-6061 Aluminium
• 2 inch Dia. Boom

SPECIFICATIONS
50MHz
Gain: 10.7dBi
F/B: <32 dBi
Boom Dia: 50mm
Length: 3.9m

SPECIFICATIONS
50MHz
Gain: 11.8dBi
F/B: <42 dBi
Boom Dia: 50mm
Length: 6.2m

• 8 elements: 4 per band
• Low SWR on each band
• Strong T-6061 aluminium
• Built to last!
SPECIFICATIONS
50MHz
Gain: 8.52dBi
F/B: 20.02dBi
Boom Dia: 32mm
Length: 2.1m

£299.95
now

£239.95

70.2MHz
Gain: 7.86dBi
F/B: 19.55dBi
Boom Dia: 32mm
Length: 2.1m

£379.95
now

£299.95

£499.95
now

£399.95

MUCH MORE ON OUR WEBSITE 24/7....SHOWROOM OPENING HOURS: MON - FRI 9AM - 5:30PM CLOSED SATURDAY
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EDITORIAL
DENNIS ANDREWS, F5VHY
“Baker is Brutal” was the first headline from the team as they
made their initial landing on the island – over 100° by 10am. They
expected no rain but, instead, were hit by a succession of tropical
squalls that impacted antenna deployment.
By the time you receive this Digest, the Baker Island DXpedition
will have wound down hopefully having provided most of us with at least one
contact. With their landing permit constraining them to these dates, many expected
this to be a very difficult one especially on the lower bands. But, at least, 20m did its
stuff with long openings and, at times, quite good signals. Once they were up and
running, the daily QSO count was in excess of 10,000.
However, the path from the UK appeared to be much less favourable than from
Eastern and Southern Europe and Scandinavia. After four days of the operation, only
212 UK QSOs were recorded on 20m compared with 533 from DL, 317 from OH and
even 209 from France. Perhaps the path from UK dips further into the auroral zone
than from other areas.
Once the dust has settled from Baker Island, we will have a few months to
recover before our 6-Gs (actually only five this time) hit the bands as VK9XG from
Christmas Island in October. The final ten days of their operation, from October 20th,
will overlap with the VP6D on Ducie Island. This is one I will be chasing for an ATNO
from France. The previous operation in 2008 (VP6DX) coincided with a cruise to
Antarctica and my only experience of that operation was hearing them while visiting
Mike, VP8NO during a brief stop at Stanley!
So while the bands are relatively quiet during the summer months, I hope you will
find plenty of interest in the July Digest. For a start, there are three interesting
reports on recent DXpeditions – 3D2EU/Rotuma, XR0YD/Easter Island and the latest
from that intrepid Australian IOTA activator Andy VK5MAV who reports an amazing
trip to Cato Reef, which as the map shows, is not too far south of Mellish Reef.
When Neville, G3NUG decided, after a couple of house moves, to give up Ham
Radio, his dearest wish was that his comprehensive antenna farm might find a new
home. His wish was answered. Robert, G3NSM was looking to source a
comprehensive set of antennas for his relatively new QTH near Oxford. After a little
discussion with Neville, he agreed to take the whole lot! His story is one of great
project management getting the whole antenna farm established in a very
professional manner and in a very short time period. It’s unfortunate that Neville
didn’t live to see the end result.
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TRANSMISSION LINES
DON FIELD, G3XTT - PRESIDENT
I’ve certainly been making plenty of QSOs so far this year but
DX has been few and far between. And as I write this the KH1 team
are assembling in American Samoa but, for me at least, the only
band I need them on that I could conceivably anticipate a QSO is
30m. Oh well, you never know.
In fairness, there have been several DXpeditions around since
Chris wrote this piece for the last Digest but nothing that really
stirred me into action. However, hopefully many of you will have gained the odd
band slot. Right now it’s Sporadic E season and all the excitement seems to be on 6m
FT8. Bad news for me as it turns out because, what I hadn’t realised, my 7-element
Create Yagi has quite a high SWR above 50.3MHz where all the action is, although it
works gangbusters down at the bottom end of the band. It looks as though I’ll have
to take steps before next year!
Friedrichshafen
I managed a belated trip to Friedrichshafen (family commitments prevented me
from going out until the Saturday) but I’m glad I went. There were a number of
interesting new products (read all about them in my report in PW!) with, as you
might expect, the main focus being on Icom’s IC-7610 (now becoming well
established) and the new boxes from Kenwood (the TS-890S) and Yaesu (the
FTDX101 – wow, that name brings back memories!). Neither of these actually exists
other than as a mock-up right now but the technology is quite different between the
two so it will be interesting to see how they fare against each other in the
marketplace. FlexRadio had some cutting-edge technology too – how about true
SO2R with a single transceiver and amplifier? Of course, if you insist on sticking with
FT8, your transceiver only needs one channel per band so we can all go back to
crystal control …
Anyway, my thanks to members of the Committee and other volunteers who
helped set up and man the CDXC stand – I believe it was worthwhile. New
memberships covered the cost of the stand and we got to chat with lots of
interesting folk who passed by.
What is Amateur Radio?
There has been quite a bit of debate on the CDXC reflector as to whether new
areas of interest such as Network Radio or FT8 constitute “real amateur radio”. We
see this regularly, of course – even SSB was questioned when it came along. But is it
finally time to draw the line or has our hobby transitioned, as with so many other
areas of technology, into a systems integration one where there is a merging of
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technologies and no longer any clear dividing lines? I see no reason why we in CDXC
shouldn’t be proud of our heritage – DXing and Contesting go back to the very roots
of amateur radio (Marconi being the archetypal DXer – always trying to extend his
range) but nowadays the hobby encompasses so much more – amateur TV, digital
voice, multiple data modes, APRS, WSPR, microwaves, whatever. Each special
interest seems to spawn a club – G-QRP, BARTG, UKSMG, BATC, you name it. So, I see
no reason for CDXC members to apologise for being in a club that values, where we
are able, big antennas, linear amplifiers, DX Cluster and whatever else is in our
armoury. At the same time, though, I hope we can live in harmony with those in the
hobby whose interests differ from ours – one of things that editing PW has brought
home to me in a big way is that the hobby is a very broad church nowadays and
DXing and contesting are but a small (albeit active) subset. And often it’s an interest
in those newer specialisms that first brings newcomers into our ranks, only for them
to migrate to DXing and/or contesting over the fullness of time.
Talking about where we find new recruits, I had an interesting (and very much last
minute) trip to the Philippines recently. Our hobby being what it is, I got to meet
many DU amateurs during the course of the week I was there (including Robin
DU9RG, who many will remember as one of the big 40m signals from that neck of the
woods, along with his XYL Christine DU3YL). They have quite a problem in DU with
illegal operations on the HF bands but, instead of reporting these operators to the
authorities, PARA’s first step (PARA being the national society) is to challenge them
on the air and suggest that they should attend a training seminar and get a licence.
Apparently, this approach has been quite successful!
AGM & Summer Social
Finally, of course, I look forward to seeing many of you here in South Oxfordshire
for the AGM and Summer Social. Although CDXC’s roots are in the Chilterns, it’s been
many years now since that event has been held in this area.
73 Don G3XTT

The Centre of Social Life – the Beer Garden at Friedrichshafen!
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NEW MEMBERS
TONY BETTLEY, G4LDL
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new and re-joining members:
Callsign

Name

QTH

DH4JG

Joachim von Geisau

Cologne

#EI8JB

Charlie Carolan

Creewood

F5RVF

Roberto Lovaglio

Bourberain

G4XKH

Stephen Foster

Torquay

#G3ZSS

Peter Bacon

Emsworth

HB9DDO

Stephan Walder

Otelfingen

MI6NIR

Kevin McHally

Armagh

PA4WM

Martin Jonink

Emmen

PB8DX

Florian van der Wagt

Spijkernisse

SM2EKM

Jan Holm

Boden

ZL3DW

Andrew Barron

Christchurch

# Returning member

We regret to record the passing of the following CDXC member
Richard Johnson, G3VZT
Our thoughts are with the family and loved ones
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2017 CDXC DX MARATHON CHALLENGE
BOB BARDEN, MD0CCE – AWARDS MANAGER
2017 saw continuing strong interest in the CDXC DX Marathon Challenge, with
250 participants entering from 53 DXCCs on six continents.
According to the rules, a station may be awarded each of three trophies only once
in any three-year period. As a result, PY5EG was not eligible to compete for the Club
Log Trophy this year as he was last year’s winner but he is awarded this year’s
GM4FAM Trophy for Top CW Score, with 264 DXCCs worked. This year’s winner of
the Club Log Trophy for highest overall score is Oscar, EA1DR, with 277 DXCCs.
In the Phone competition, PY5EG and PA2LO were not eligible this year and the
G3NUG Trophy is awarded to Rob MWØRLJ, who also won the trophy in 2014. Once
again, the competition was close, with the top 17 participants in the overall
Challenge within 90% of the winners.
The top Intermediate score was by Martin 2MØBEC with 108 DXCCs, while there
were no entries in the Foundation category. (I hope that everyone will encourage
new DXers to join the Challenge in 2018!) Phil MØVSE was the winner in the Rookie
category with a score of 185 DXCCs. The top scoring non-member was Dennis K7BV
with 278 DXCCs.
All scores announced have been adjusted after adjudication.
The final rankings for the winners were:
Award
Overall Winner - Club Log Trophy
CW High Score - GM4FAM Trophy
SSB High Score - G3NUG Trophy
2nd Place Overall Winner - Salver
3rd Place Overall Winner - Salver
4th Place Overall Certificate
5th Place Overall Certificate
6th Place Overall Certificate
7th Place Overall Certificate
8th Place Overall Certificate
9th Place Overall Certificate
10th Place Overall Certificate
1st Place - Foundation Class
1st Place - Intermediate Class
1st Place - Rookie Class
High Score, Non-Member

Call Sign
EA1DR
PY5EG
MWØRLJ
PA2LO
MØNKR
WN4N
N6RV
G3SVD
G5LP
G4PTJ
ZL2IFB
MWØRLJ
None
2MØBEC
MØVSE
K7BV

DXCCs
277
264
250
274
271
266
262
257
255
253
250
250
108
185
278
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Both during the year and in the final review at the end of the year, some of the
credits originally uploaded by participants were removed. Adjustments are typically
made due to typos, QSOs with pirate stations from entities that were not legitimately
active during the year, uploads made after the cut-off dates and busted calls. Where
Club Log logs have been uploaded by DX stations, they are checked for confirmations.
The rules state that the competition is for the QSOs made by an individual
operator, not for a station. Where multiple call signs are linked in Club Log, only call
signs that are used by an individual operator are permitted. For example, if a Short
Contest Call Sign is linked to a home call sign, it may only be used for the Challenge if
the Contest call sign is used for Single Operator entries into contests – not for
Multiple Operator entries. As this rule was added in 2017, the adjudicator manually
examined each QSO for those stations who had links to contest call signs that were
used in Multi-Op entries to determine whether the QSO was made during the MultiOp contest entered. This was a laborious, time-consuming process, and as a result,
the rule will be strictly enforced in 2018. If the call sign entered into the CDXC DX
Marathon Challenge is linked in Club Log with a contest or special event call sign that
is multi-operator, the entry will not be adjudicated and it will not be eligible for
awards.
Two main resources are used for checking logs: Alan 5B4AHJ who maintains the
acceptances and exceptions for the Club Log database and Joe W1JR’s excellent
annual DX report. These two in combination are a formidable body of DX knowledge,
and I acknowledge the great contributions of each.
Without Club Log, which allows quasi-real-time tracking of everyone’s progress,
the CDXC DX Marathon Challenge would not exist – thank you Michael and all of the
Club Log team for making such a useful tool available!
Congratulations to all the winners and good luck to all in the 2018 CDXC DX
Marathon Challenge!
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2018 CDXC LF CHALLENGE RESULTS
BOB BARDEN, MD0CCE – AWARDS MANAGER
CDXC is pleased to announce the winners of the 2018 LF Challenge:
Award
Penallt Trophy,
TindleSalver
Cup, Salver
Third Place Salver

Winner DXCCs 160m 80m
MØNKR 181
0
115
5B4AIF
170
84
126
G3VGZ
130
30
72

40m
175
164
118

160m Salver
80m Salver
40m Salver

5B4AIF
5B4AIF
MØNKR

175

Certificates of
Merit
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

G3UEG
3B8XF
G3PXT
WX4G
G6XX
G4AYU
MØUTD

84
126

115
105
101
95
83
80
79

0
0
0
51
8
0
17

0
68
1
69
61
22
59

115
98
101
82
79
72
73

Activity and interest in the Challenge remained strong again this year with more
than fifty stations from 20 DXCC entities on six continents participating by posting
their scores on the Club Log LF Challenge page. Overall results this year were
stronger than last year with a marked increase in DXCCs worked on all bands and on
80M in particular, highlighting the improving LF conditions at this point in the solar
cycle. A quick comparison of year-on-year 2013-18 results is:
DXCCs
160m
80m
40m

2018
181
84
126
175

2017
163
82
98
163

2016
147
47
97
147

2015
155
42
85
141

2014
152
28
63
129

2013
125
55
71
117

Trophies and salvers will be awarded at the CDXC AGM and Summer Social in July.
Certificates will be e-mailed to recipients shortly. Full results are available at
www.clublog.org/lfchallenge.php
Congratulations to all the winners!
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CDXC AT FRIEDRICHSHAFEN HAMFEST 2018
CHRIS DUCKLING, G3SVL

Photo: G3TXF

Friedrichshafen has been
something of a moveable feast
of late and this year was no
exception. Falling on the first
weekend in June it clashed with
IARU Field Day (a.k.a. NFD to
us) and was some six weeks
earlier than it was in 2017. We
were unable to man a CDXC
stand in July last year but by
some of us foregoing NFD we
decided this year to have a
presence.

The organisers are keen to
get clubs to participate and
offer a very reasonable rate for bona fide clubs like us. We were fortunate to get the
same location as 2016 – on the back wall of the main exhibitors’ hall. With fewer
exhibitors than of late (see Nigel, G3TXF’s report elsewhere) our stand was highly
visible.
Tony, G4LDL and Derek, G4XEE manning the stand

Ian, G3YBY was chief coordinator as he had been back in 2016. The stand was
booked and between Ian, Dennis, F5VHY, Tony, G4LDL and myself we organised new,
larger, posters with DXpedition pictures and updated Club information. Laminated at
A2 size these were much more prominent than the previous A3 and A4 posters.
Derek, G4XEE once again offered to take the posters, spare Digests and other
paraphernalia in his caravan as he was touring with his wife and stopping off for the
show. Derek’s generosity allowed the rest of us to travel without check-in bags, for
which we, and our wallets, were very grateful.
Hotels in Friedrichshafen get booked up well in advance and Ian, Tony and myself
were stuck with either being out of town or paying a small fortune at the posher end
of the accommodation spectrum. This was worse because we needed to travel a day
earlier to enable us to get set up before the show started. We struck on the idea of
trying to rent an apartment and Ian came up trumps with a three bedroomed
apartment five minutes’ walk from the port in Friedrichshafen. It worked out at about
£150 each for four nights – that’s total not per night! We even had our own balcony
with a sliver of a view of the lake. Tea, coffee and beers were enjoyed there. Despite
there being a full kitchen we had no intention of self-catering. For breakfast we found
an excellent bakery in the pedestrian area.
Logistics suggested that with Ian travelling from his French QTH and Tony and I
travelling from UK, the best option was to meet up at Basel airport and rent a car.
This we did and by 7pm on the Wednesday we set off under menacing clouds for the
drive to Friedrichshafen via the Konstanz – Meersburg ferry. About 10 minutes into
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the journey the satnav announced that it was re-routing us “due to 9 km of stationary
traffic”. We guessed that was the road works around Zurich and took the new route
away from the motorway. Then it started to rain – and rain. About 45 minutes out of
Konstanz when we were back on the motorway the rain became torrential. We, like
the majority of other sensible motorists, pulled onto the hard shoulder and sat with
the hazard lights on for nearly 15 minutes waiting for the rain to abate. Unlike the UK
there were no cars or white vans still doing 110 kph, everyone was sensible. We
made the ferry and by the time we got to Meersburg it had dried up, but we were
running horribly late.
The apartment key-holder was waiting for us and we dumped our bags and
headed into town to get something to eat. By now it was 10:30pm and everywhere
was closing down. I remembered the Indian restaurant up a road off the front and
although empty they agreed to provide us food.
Set up on the Thursday was straightforward and we were totally refreshed for
that evening as people started to arrive – some quite delayed – while we enjoyed
dinner on the lakeside.
The CDXC stand serves three purposes: a focal point for members to meet up and
chat, a place to introduce non-members to the Club and finally somewhere for all
DXers to meet up. And it worked well. A total of 56 members signed in, although I
know there were some at the show who never quite made it onto the signing in
sheet. In addition 78 of the many visitors signed in and we attracted eight new
members and one rejoiner. One thing that did surprise us was the number of people
who dropped by to congratulate us on our DXpedition sponsorships. These were not
just DXpeditioners, but also those who chase DX. Indeed a small delegation from the
ARRL came by with exactly the same message.
Friday and Saturday were very busy on the stand and as the photos show we had
a large gathering for the now institutional Friday noon CDXC meet in the beer garden.
Indeed there were so many of us this year that we could not all sit together. Although
the show technically runs until 3pm on Sunday, Don, G3XTT and Andrew, G8GNI who
were manning it decided along with other clubs to dismantle the stand shortly after
lunch.
All of those who manned the stand did so on a voluntary basis and claimed no
expenses, so a big thank you to G3XTT, G3YBY, G4LDL, G4XEE, G8GNI, Chris, G4FZN
and his XYL Pauline, G8HQW for giving up their show time to make sure there was a
human presence at all times. I know the sacrifice they made as I certainly didn’t get
much time to look around either.
For Ian, Tony and myself, we had a smooth run back to Basel stopping off at Rhine
Falls to see the biggest waterfalls in Europe and to have a relaxing lunch at the
Schloss Laufen right by the falls.
Next year the show returns to its usual slot in later June. We will be making our
decision on a CDXC stand later this year.
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3D2EU ROTUMA - OC-060
RONALD STUY, PA3EWP

Hans
DL6JGN

Ronald
PA3EWP

Erno
Heye
DK2AMM DJ9RR

Rotuma is an island belonging to the Republic of Fiji. It is 650km north from the
main island, therefore it is a separate DXCC country. Only a few amateurs have
activated this island. Tony 3D2AG goes to Rotuma a few times a year for his work and
family visits. In 2014, a large group of amateurs were active as 3D2R. It had been on
our wish list for a few years. This year we realized it, but certainly not without
setbacks.
Rotuma is not a tourist island, a hotel does not exist. If you go to there you always
have to stay with local people. You can go by boat, which sails once a month from Fiji,
or by plane. The plane goes once a week from Suva the capital of Fiji. It is a small
plane because the runway on the island was on a lawn until last month. During bad
weather when the plane cannot land it will be postponed until the weather improves.
During our stay they worked on a paved runway so in the future it’s more certain that
the flight will go even during bad weather.
The period we had chosen was in the winter months in order to make use of the
propagation on the low bands. The disadvantage of this period is that it is also
hurricane season in the Pacific.
In the middle of 2017, we contacted Tony 3D2AG to investigate the potential for
activating Rotuma. After many e-mail exchanges Tony offered to join the group, with
us staying with his family in Fapufa. However, we were not too happy with this
location because it has a hill towards Europe, which would leave us with only the long
path in this direction.
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After some discussions, we decided to additionally take a second location on the
north side of the island, in the village of Maftoa. This location had already been used
by American operators. Here is a house (radio shack) at the beach with a clear view
to Europe. We would stay with John and Harieta Bennet. Their house was about 400
metres from the radio shack. Two operators would be active from Maftoa and the
other two and Tony from Fapufa.
The team consisted of: Hans DL6JGN (team leader), Ernö DK2AMM, Heye DJ9RR,
Ronald PA3EWP and Tony 3D2AG.
Tony arranged most of the things for us in Fiji, the authorization, customs
documents, receiving our material boxes including locally purchased materials and
shipment to Rotuma. Without Tony, it would have been even more difficult to realize
our goal.
A few weeks before our trip we were told by Tony that he could not come along
due to work circumstances, he could not get holidays. The house in Fapufa was
therefore not available. So we decided to stay with four operators in Maftoa. In
retrospect, this was much better than being active from two different locations.
Because we were very limited with our luggage on the flight to Rotuma, we had to
send materials on beforehand from Fiji by boat to the island. Two crates were packed
with different materials such as fiberglass masts, coax cables, guy materials,
bandpass filters, RX antennas, tools, 220-volt junction boxes and extension cords,
homemade amplifier, power supplies and so on. In total it was about 150kg of
materials - at that time, taking into account two different locations on the island. So
many materials were double packed. The crates arrived in Fiji during the first week of
January.
There is very limited electric power on the island, each village having its own
facilities. In Fapufa they have no public supply at all, they use solar energy. In the
village of Maftoa they have a general generator which is only active from 18:00 21:00. For us this was not an option. We therefore bought a generator on Fiji for our
time on Rotuma. We also took two barrels (400 litres) of diesel on the ship. In this
way we had our own power supply and were independent of the village generator.
There was a tropical storm around Fiji a week before our departure for Rotuma
and all flights and the boat were postponed indefinitely. This was quite exciting, but
fortunately it all worked out well. The Friday that we arrived by plane on Rotuma, the
boat had arrived on Thursday afternoon.
We were already a bit prepared for an emergency. We had packed a few dipoles
and coax cables in our luggage at the last moment to ensure that we could operate in
the event that we had to stay a few days longer on Fiji or that the boat with our
materials had not yet arrived at Rotuma.
Harieta also flew with us from Suva to Rotuma. Harieta was our hostess on the
island. When it was time to check in we were told that our flight to Rotuma had been
cancelled for an indefinite period of time. They were busy with the pavement of the
runway and there was a lot of debris that would prevent the plane from landing. At
that time, we had a serious discussion with the airline company. We had to wait an
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hour because they were going to call Rotuma. After an hour we were told that the
flight would be one hour later. This was quite a relief.
More than 2 ½ hours late we arrived at Rotuma. We knew there would only be a
few hours of daylight and there would be little chance that we would be active that
evening. After a visit to the guesthouse we went to the radio shack.
This was a big disappointment. A
building that had not been inhabited
for ten years - no windows and doors
and the roof was as leaky as a sieve.
Mould covered the walls. They had
only cleared the building for us,
nothing else. There was one room
that was reasonably dry, so we used
it. The roof was sealed by a local
resident with a piece of sail.
We started to make this space a
little habitable. The table had to be
raised at least 25cm because it was
The 5-star radio shack
much too low. The window had to be
closed with a piece of sail because during rain and wind the equipment would get
wet. We had also arranged an extra table and four chairs. We searched for a suitable
place for the generator, which was placed about ten metres from the house. We had
a quick look at the beach to plan where to put the antennas the next day. After all
these preparations it was dark and we went back to the guesthouse for dinner. That
evening we unfortunately could not do much more.
Early next morning at sunrise we started right away. Unfortunately, we could not
place the antennas on the beach because it was high tide. Preparations were made to
place the antennas two hours later. This was a lot of work and we knew that we
couldn’t finish all the antenna work that day. We focused on the antennas up to 40m.
The low band antennas were for the next day. We knew by now that this would be a
challenge because we could not place the 18m fibre masts on the beach. We asked
John if there was someone in the village who wanted to climb in palm trees for us to
hang a pulley for 80m and 160m. This was not a problem and John arranged it for the
next day. The 40-meter antenna was perfectly positioned on some rocks about one
metre above sea level during high and low tide. It was very difficult to fix the guywires but it survived the whole period. The other two multiband antennas were
placed in a way that they were free of the trees. The biggest challenge was the guywires which had to be placed in the sea. Fortunately, there were some rocks available
during low tide which we could use. The first day we were able to make QSOs on all
bands up to 40 meters.
The next day, a local boy from village climbed into the selected palm trees to fix
pullies as high as possible. Heye and I focused on the 80 and 160m antennas. We first
installed the 160m inverted-L. We moved the horizontal part more than 50m away.
Unfortunately, this was not entirely towards the north (Europe) but we did not have
other options. We only had room to install a single elevated radial. This had also
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certain corners in it. There was simply no space to put up a second radial. After some
minor adjustments in length, the resonant frequency and SWR were good.
In the afternoon we installed the 80m inverted-L. We had to hurry because by
the end of the afternoon it would be high tide again. This palm tree was a little
shorter than the 160m palm tree. The last 3m were horizontally pointed towards the
north. Because of a lack of space, we also had just a single elevated radial, which was
pointed such that it hung free from the trees and could not affect the other
antennas. Almost the entire beach was used. We could not do much more with the
available space. Fortunately, we had enough coax with us because some antennas
needed more than 60m of cable to get into the shack.

40, 160 and WARC verticals

WARC vertical at high tide

Although we had been working on the antennas, we also had to find another
place for the generator. The neighbours complained about the noise. We were not
surprised about this - it was indeed a terrible sound. We placed the generator under
our house, which allowed the neighbours to sleep normally again. The disadvantage
for us was that when it was calm weather the exhaust gases immediately entered
into the shack. We regularly had a break to breathe some fresh air for 5-10 minutes.
The next day I put up the K9AY receive antenna which was about 15m away from
our house. This K9AY could be used on multiple radios thanks to a splitter and
bandpass filters from Stockcorner (Thank You Casper). In most situations the
reception at 80 and 160m was better on the verticals than with the K9AY. The noise
level on the vertical was extremely low.
Our station consisted of 2x Elecraft K3 and 1x Elecraft K2. All stations had an
amplifier; Expert 1.3K, Tokyo High Power 1.1 and a homemade 600w amplifier. We
logged the QSO’s with Win-test (CW / SSB and RTTY) and WSJT-X (FT8). We used
bandpass filters between the sets and the amplifiers.
During the day it was often difficult to be active with three stations at the same
time because we only had two multiband verticals. Regularly we used the 40m
vertical at 15m. This worked reasonably well. Later we assembled an additional
vertical dipole for 17m. This allowed us to combine multiple bands.
Propagation was certainly not optimal in the first few days. During the night there
were at least two hours that all bands were dead. Nothing to do. Fortunately, later
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that week the propagation improved a bit, otherwise the long night shifts were
terrible.
Almost every day during the European Sunrise and Sunset we were active on the
low bands. However, the propagation was poor. On 160m, only a few Europeans
made it into the log, certainly not the western Europeans. On 80m there were only
three or four reasonable openings into western Europe. 40m was much better,
around SR / SS in Western Europe and the signals peaked above S9. The higher bands
10, 12 and 15 meters were not good for Western Europe, even on 17m we logged
less than 100 QSOs with zone 14.
10 and 12 meters could be used for Asia and North America. Almost 1,000 QSOs
were logged here. These bands were often only open for one hour, so you had to be
there otherwise you missed the small openings.
On average, we made between 1,500 and 2,000 QSOs per day. However, at the
end of the 2nd week Ernö became seriously ill, so the QSO number dropped. We
went twice to the local hospital to try and find out what was wrong. Fortunately,
after some medicine and enough rest, he felt much better during the third day. All
four of us had health issues. Because the temperature was far above 30 degrees with
humidity of around 90%, every wound on your body was infected within a day. This in
combination with a lot of flies and generally poor hygiene meant it was particularly
unhealthy. I had to wear a pair of long pants with socks after the third day. This to
keep all flies away from the infected wounds. With such temperatures that was
certainly no fun.
Due to the high humidity everything
was clammy. We slept outside in a cabin
above the water. Here we lay on thin
mattresses under a mosquito net.
However, after a few days these
mattresses were wet due to the high
humidity. I can assure you it was not
comfortable. Also, all clothing was just
clammy. If you hung a T-shirt on a line
before sleeping, a few hours later it was
wetter than when you hung it. There was
regularly no running water from the tap.
Village of Maftoa in the background
If you had rinsed your clothes, it would
take 2-3 days before it was dry enough to
put them on again. We drank all the beer on the island. There was nothing left for
sale. We had been able to buy the last two boxes in a shop on the other side of the
island. There was nothing more in the shops. We practically only drank water, coffee
or tea There was nothing else to buy on the island.
About 2,000 people live on Rotuma. They speak their own language, Rotuman.
Children from six years old start learning English at school. Rotuman is always spoken
at home. Until about 17 years of age, they can go to school on the island and then
they have to go to Fiji or beyond to continue studying.
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All houses on Rotuma are owned by families that they are not allowed to sell, It
always stays in the family. On average, one out of three houses are empty for many
years (including our radio shack hi). All residents on the island are very friendly and
hospitable. The island's export products are mainly fruit, coconuts, wicker mats and
baskets.
John and Harieta have a company producing special natural healing oil. The hefau
trees produces nuts that contain this oil. Many Rotumans work for them. John gave
us a very educational tour into the interior of the island. For years he has had a great
interest is Botanica specifically focused on plants for medical health. The last week
we drove around the island to see more than just the Itu'muta district. Fortunately, it
was dry and sunny that morning.
I was the only SSB operator on our team. That was very unfortunate because my
favourite mode is CW. During the final week the pile-ups decreased and of course the
propagation was not optimal. I noticed that after about 20 minutes of making QSOs
in a certain mode the pile-up was as good as gone. I then went to another mode and
get the same again. So, I changed from CW, SSB to RTTY. Strangely enough there
were always signals in FT8. It seems that more and more hams are active in this
mode. Here the pile-up was huge. Unfortunately, the DXpedition mode of the WSJT-X
software was not yet available. We still had to do it the traditional way. If the signals
were fine we could make one QSO per minute. I worked a few Europeans in this
mode. When I noticed that the band was open to Europe, I immediately went to CW
or SSB. We logged 1,212 QSOs on FT8 which was a nice experience. We were very
focused on working Europe. This is also apparent from the overall statistics, 32.6% of
our QSOs were with Europe.

Ops in action

Ronald – PA3EWP

We tried to upload our log every day to Club Log. This was not always possible.
Our internet was very slow. It was a 3G connection but too busy. From 06:00 in the
morning to the late evening it was impossible to use the internet at all. We uploaded
the log overnight. And even that was not always possible. When I was on the low
bands, most of the time I was also active on the ON4KST chat side. This gave many
advantages.
What is also very clear is that more and more amateurs are no longer searching
on the bands for DX. They are waiting for a DX-spot on the DX cluster. We often gave
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a CQ for 10 minutes and did not receive any response, we spotted ourselves in the DX
cluster and less than a minute later the pile-up started.
For the children in our village we had brought several small things; for the boys
matchbox cars, baseball caps and for the girls hair bands and bracelets. We also took
many T-shirts to hand out. This was greatly appreciated.
At the end we had more than half a barrel of diesel left which we gave it to the
people in the village that they could use it for the village generator. We gave our
generator to our host and made an agreement with him that if Tony 3D2AG is active
again from Faputa he could borrow it from John. Tony does not have to use solar
energy and batteries anymore and he can also use a small amplifier.
For Tony 3D2AG I left two 10m glass fibre masts. Jan DJ8NK had given us an 18m
Spiderbeam mast and we also donated this to Tony. We also left our wire antennas
for 80 and 160m for him. Now Tony can also become active on the low bands. We
also left over 100 meters of coax cable and hundreds of tie-wraps.
Thursday, March 15 we started to take down most of the antennas as Friday was
the day that we would fly back to the civilized world. Except for the 10/15/20m, 40m
vertical and one complete station, everything was cleared at the beginning of the
evening. That way we could remain active until the last moment. We wanted to be
sure that we would log a little bit more than 30,000 QSOs. In the morning at 05.00 I
had the last shift and had planned to make some QSO’s on 40m during our last
sunrise. First, I started to upload the complete log on Club Log. This took a little more
time than expected. While doing this I noticed that there were already more than
30K QSOs in the log and decided not to make any more I started to take down the
last radio setup and packed it for transport. When daylight came, the shack was as
good as empty. After breakfast we packed the last two antennas and cleared
everything. The crates were closed and ready to be transported to Fiji. Around
midday we were completely
ready for our return journey.
Around 3pm we left for Fiji
and by 7pm we were in our
hotel in Suva. This was a
paradise for us. Almost no
flies, hot water while
showering, a normal dry bed,
no mould on the walls, no
cockroaches, no exhaust from
the generator, normal
windows, air conditioner, a
menu card in the restaurant,
again plenty of beer etc. At
that moment you realize what you have missed in the previous three weeks. From
that moment on you will appreciate the smaller things that were otherwise
considered normal.
After a good night's sleep, we went to a medical clinic to have a look at the
wounds on our legs. In Fiji they have more experience with this than in Europe. After
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a check we all got antibiotics and ointment. The doctor suggested that we should
have another look at the wounds again in Europe if they were not any better. But
after three days we all noticed some improvements. We also received anti-worm
tablets as a precaution. This is because the drinking water may not have been
completely clean.
In the afternoon we visited Tony 3D2AG, he lives on the other side of Suva. He
lives at a beautiful location near the sea. You can hardly have a better location for our
hobby. We gave him several ideas to improve his antenna situation. He currently uses
many dipoles whilst verticals would function much better (less than ten meters away
from the salt water).
The crates with our materials would arrive on Sunday afternoon by boat from
Rotuma. Tony and John would arrange further transport to the Netherlands. After a
few hours we went back to our hotel after a pleasant and unforgettable meeting with
Tony.
Sunday morning, we had a
farewell breakfast with John
and Harieta. They also flew
back with us from Rotuma.
That day we walked around
for a few hours in Suva as
regular tourists. In the
evening we flew by plane to
Nadi on the other side of the
island. In Nadi we stayed for
another two days before we
flew back to Europe. These
additional days we had
specially calculated as a
buffer to minimize risk when
the small plane could not fly
from Rotuma to Suva. We were active from Nadi, and then only on 17 meters with a
simple dipole from the balcony. More than 300 QSO’s were made on CW and FT8 as
3D2EU/P.
We returned on Tuesday evening via Singapore to Frankfurt. I had to stay for an
additional night in Frankfurt because there were no more flights to Amsterdam.
A big thank you to all the club and individual sponsors. The realization of this
DXpedition has become easier by this financial and material support. We want to
thank our regular sponsors and especially GDXF and Jan DJ8NK. Check our website for
an overview for some additional information: http://www.rotuma2018.de
All QSO’s have been uploaded to LOTW and all QSL’s will be sent in May direct or
via the Buro. In the meantime, we are already busy with the preparations for our
next DXpedition.
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XR0YD – EASTER ISLAND EXPEDITION 2018
WERNER HASERMANN, DJ9KH

After having been to Macau 2017 (XX9D) it took a while
getting an answer to the (for us) usual question - where
do we go next? We decided in favour of Easter Island as
the remotest island in the Pacific triangle. About 2,000
km from Pitcairn and 4,000km from the Chilean
mainland, still an island filled with mysteries and
theories how the 700 and more huge stone statues
might have been transported and erected and how it
could happen, that a developed society as it was could
decline and fall.
Well, our main interest was to activate Easter Island
and not to add our speculations to those already existing
for more than two and a half centuries. Collecting and
packing the equipment is a routine after more than ten years on DXpeditions. We
relied upon the material and the experiences of the past, The only new companions
were a Pentaplexer and the newly designed high-power bandpass-filters.
The new crew was almost the old crew supplemented by two XYLs (of DJ9KH and
DL2AWG).
In the very early stage of planning we were in contact with the Radio Club de
Chile. They helped us in a great manner with the licences and the special XR0YDcallsign. DK7ZB and others led us to Miguel, the owner of the Cabanas Honu Nui, a
very ham-friendly location with lots of antenna-space behind the self-catering
bungalows a few hundred meters from the Pacific Ocean. There was enough power
for at least four full-legal-power-stations without line- or other man-made noise.
So good local conditions gave us power, accommodation and understanding
people. It was a good decision to have Andreas DH8WR as an almost native Spanishspeaker in the crew.
Travelling to the Easter Island was easy going, from Frankfurt via Madrid to
Santiago de Chile, where the group picked up the licences and DJ9KH with his wife,
who had previously made some Chile-excursions.
Unpacking the luggage, installing the four stations (K3 + amplifiers+ filtercascades) and bringing up the antennas (5-band Spiderbeam, verticals for 160, 80, 40
and 30 m) was completed after five hours, and the first four-hour shift could begin.
We expected poor conditions on the higher bands.... boring day-shifts with white
noise from 10 to 17 meters? Nothing like this, conditions turned and we found
ourselves with tremendous CW- and SSB-pileups on those bands, even with Europe
and Japan. So it was not surprising, that we reached our first goal (30,000QSOs) five
days earlier than planned. We ended up with good 46,000 QSOs, of which almost
50% were made with North America and remarkably 30% with Europe.
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This was the first time we operated FT8 beside RTTY as a digital mode. We did not
use the contest-mode. Nevertheless we had around 5,000 contacts in that mode. The
number of FT8-users is growing and it seems me, that FT8 will become a must for
DXpeditions in the future. Being an active radio-amateur for more than 50 years my
attitudes seem to be a little bit old-fashioned but I am still thinking twice about FT8
and other digital-modes between the “standard-modes“ SSB and CW.....

Anyway we had a successful expedition with the inevitable faults and technical
problems. We've learned our lessons and we try to do much better next time. By the
way, we were not able to unravel the mystery why 17m was not working on our
Spiderbeam.....Easter Island is full of mysteries.
Thanks to our sponsors, clubs and individuals, and the helping heads and hands
that made this expedition possible. Paper-QSLs are on their way, LoTW and OQRS are
activated.
Continent By Band

Band 160 80

40

30

20

17

15

12

10 Total Total %

AF

0

5

24

15

36

66

43

48

40

277

0.6%

AN

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

4

0.0%

AS

205 638 2479 1425 880 762 479 440

EU

234 769 3198 2476 3314 2717 904 293 242 14147 30.5%

NA

578 1018 2336 2016 4955 4545 2971 2099 1241 21759 46.9%

OC
SA

6 108 207 159
15

86

52

16

14

2 7310 15.8%

5

653

1.4%

86 179 114 448 344 377 283 413 2259

4.9%

Totals 1038 2624 8424 6206 9720 8487 4790 3177 1943 46409
Further info on xr0yd.mydx.de
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VK5MAV/9 - CATO REEF - OC-265, APRIL 2018
ANDY MIKHAYLOV, VK5MAV

[We have become used to Andy’s adventurous expeditions to IOTA spots off the
Australian coast. This article is abridged and edited from the full version that can be
found on Andy’s website at https://www.qrz.com/db/VK5MAV/ ]
In the middle of February 2018, I suddenly
received a positive response to my request to
visit Cato Island – OC-265. But at the same time,
it appeared that access to the island was to be
toughened with a complete ban on camping with
new regulations likely to be introduced from 1st
July. So it would be necessary to move quickly.
I sent out the request to the Marine
Resources Department for landing and camping
permission immediately and began investigating how to get to Cato. Big Cat Reality is
a company that conducts nine-day fishing tours to Cato several times a year. So I
booked tickets for the next trip, scheduled to leave on 9th April. Having booked the
travel, I then had a lot of organisation to finish – annual leave from work, transport of
baggage to Budaberg where Big Cat is moored, and liaison with the Captain asking
him to prepare 60 litres of petrol.
Approaching the departure day, the situation became tense with a strong cyclone
coming from the North and hanging around the Cato area. The forecasts were
disappointing with a possibility of the system strengthening to Category 4. For several
days, the cyclone stayed
virtually stationary. But slowly,
everything fell into place. The
cyclone was exhausted by
torrential rains over the coast.
The Big Cat returned from some
shipyard work and took the
usual place at the pier ready to
receive fishermen and one crazy
ham radio operator.
As I would only have four
hours from arrival at Bundabeg
to loading on the ship, I had to
take everything from Adelaide
which involved 80kg in four pieces of check-in luggage. A 4am taxi linked me to the
flight to Brisbane where I would transfer to the flight to Bundaberg. The pre-booked
minibus was waiting at the airport and we set off picking up some fishermen on the
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way. A half-hour drive through the streets of the one-story city (pop. 14 thousand)
brought us to a rather gloomy Port Marina.
With four hours before loading, I had time to check that my boxes with the
generator and tent together with the 60 litres of petrol were on board and then
scour the small shops in the port for 20 litres of water to support me ashore.
Returning to the pier, I found a group of videographers. It turned out that we
were to be accompanied by a group of professionals headed by Al McGlashan, who
has a regular fishing show on Channel 10 TV.
At 6pm we were all invited to load. My
things were stored on the upper deck so as
not to interfere with the anglers preparing
their equipment. Each of the ten people,
including the video crew, brought many
different fishing rods in many shapes and
sizes plus many sinkers, floats, hooks lures
and the rest to cater for the huge variety of
fish species that are found in the Coral Sea
and the Cato Reef area. By the end of
loading, the cook surprised us by a pleasant
smell – large dishes of fresh shrimps and
delicious fish pies were served.

Big Cat

Captain James talked about the area that we were to visit, the restrictions and
exact plans on how everything would be organised. He talked about the weather
forecast in the Cato Reef area. Training on safety and emergency procedures was
held – how to use mandatory lifejacket when in the boat, VHF radio, GPS tracker, and
how to react to any abnormal situations.
We set off as the night began with 25 hours to Cato Reef. The swell was not
strong and the stomach was pleasantly burdened with lots of good food. Soon, the
crew had gone to sleep leaving just the watch keeper on the bridge. I spent some
time exploring the layout of the vessel with the wide range of equipment to support
the fishing activities.
As the night wore on, the swell intensified and the effects of the various meals
began to appear. Sitting in the cabin did calm things a bit especially if I concentrated
on the objects in the cabin and did not see the fast flying up and down of the water
and sky through the porthole. But eventually, the movement from the swell and
three metre waves produced the inevitable result! Seasickness medicine was of little
help. For the rest of the sea crossing, nothing was eaten but a lot of water was drunk.
It was about 3am on April 11th when I suddenly woke up to find the ship anchored
and the main engine silent. It was a dark cold night and everyone was asleep. A check
on the GPS at the stern and a look at the coordinates on the phone showed that we
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had arrived at Cato Reef. We would need to wait for high tide in five hours’ time
before going through the reefs to make a landing.
The ship slowly came to life with a couple of the most impatient anglers trying out
their luck and the cook preparing everything for an early breakfast. – including, as
usual, the “Great Ozzi Brecky” – the main purpose of which is to give an adult man
enough food for hard work for the whole day!
Little by little it became brighter
outside and the island became visible. It
was cold, windy and rainy. My landing was
planned after the motor boats were on
the water and the fishermen had left the
ship. I called my wife Larysa by Satphone
to let her know that we had arrived
without any problems.
Eventually, with the fishermen already
at sea, boat number 7 is launched for me.
We load all the cargo, marine VHF radio
The Great Ozzi-Becky
for communication with Big Cat and three
cans of gasoline. We make a long drive along the island looking for the most suitable
place for disembarkation on a long beach.
One of the crew members jumps into the very salty water of the Coral Sea and
begins the transfer of all the goods onto the sand. With the various boxes weighing
up to 20kg or more, it was difficult to keep the generator and the suitcases out of the
water. But by 11.30am, everything was ashore and the boatmen departed and I was
left alone.
First, a check on what was there. Suitcase #1 - Elecraft KX3, amplifier, wires and
a laptop; Suitcase #2 – the old Icom IC-7200; Suitcase #3 – PSU for the IC-7200, an
ATU and wires for it; Suitcase #4 – 10 and 12m masts, antennas and coax cables.
Antennas – 3el VDA for 20m from RZ3FW, 40m wire GP with counterpoises and a
multiband dipole from Spiderbeam; Honda kVA generator with spare spark plug, oil
and tools; three jerry cans of petrol (60 litres); the tent; two boxes of bottled water
(21 litres); warm clothing; Food – three large dark chocolate bars, energy bars, 1kg of
Beef Jerky.
The first challenge was to put up the tent – easier said than done! With a constant
wind of 30 knots, the 30cm pegs could be pressed into the seeming hard soil with
one finger and popped out just as easily. When I tried to raise one side of the tent,
the other immediately ruined everything done. After some hours and using some of
the 50cm pegs intended for the antenna poles, I had a shelter, crooked, ugly but
more or less reliable.
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It was now 4pm and I took a short rest before tackling the antenna installation.
But with the continuing strong winds, it proved difficult to raise the 10m pole,
intended to be the 40m GP, with the available guy pegs. So spitting on pride, I turned
on the VHF station, contacted Big Cat and asked if there were long stakes on the ship.
In less than an hour, the motorboat appeared with Captain James and Corey, the
youngest member of the crew, with three 1m stakes, 100m of thin sea rope, a boat
anchor and sledge hammer.
Together, we quickly had the mast assembled, properly guyed and raised to the
vertical. James and Corey went back to the ship and I began to arrange the
equipment on the table in the tent. The generator worked OK and the SWR 1.3. I ran
across the 40m band, It was now about 7pm and everything seemed to be ready. I
planned to try and raise the 3el 20m VDA tomorrow.
A first QSO with R0XA at 0759Z
quickly produced a pile-up with
Europe, North America, Oceania and
Asia with the rate reaching four
contacts per minute. The headphones
were periodically pierced by a roar,
very similar to a strong peal of
thunder. I stopped to look outside –
but there was nothing apart from wind
and very heavy waves. At first, there
was no rain although I was afraid of
this since the roof of the tent was just
a mesh. I had a large cloth prepared to cover the desk. Around 00Z, heavy rain and
hail appeared and I had to cover the equipment and turn off for a few hours. It was
very cold. I would never have believed it if someone had told me that I would be
dressed like this in the tropics. But many thanks to Larysa who insisted on my taking
the jacket!
Then the pileup continued with interruptions to sleep and walk along the shore.
Alas, the plan to put up the 20m VDA had to be postponed to the next day. The wind
kept me from lifting the mast even to 30 or 40°. Everything went more or less
smoothly until 1025Z on April 12th when something happed that could have meant
the end of the operation – just one day after the start.
The amplifier suddenly turned on all the LEDs like a Christmas tree, the display
showed a 3.2 SWR, the generator roared and fell silent. Although the generator
started up again automatically, the SWR was high and there was clearly a problem
with either the amplifier or the antenna. It was impossible to sort out what was
happening in complete darkness – I had to wait until next day.
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Morning revealed that the upper section of the antenna had broken off and was
hanging on the wire. It was clear that I would only have the 12m Spiderbeam mast
left with four possible configurations – use it as a 40m GP, install a 3el VDA for 20m
or use the mast to support a 40/20/15/10 multiband dipole. The last option was the
only one that would support more than one band. With the amplifier having died,
there would be a 100w limitation.
But my efforts to raise the 12m mast were defeated by the wind. I tried to raise it
several times but it behaved as if alive, wriggling in my arms. The locals, fully
accustomed to my arrival looked unhelpfully at an incomprehensible person,
trampling their native lawn, cluttering it with all sorts of garbage. And they calmly
won it back! As I approached, the birds started whistling and then barking like dogs.
Their beaks were wide open and seemed very large and deep.
During an aimless walk along the beach, I spotted the Big Cat out beyond the
reefs no more than 15-20 miles away. As it turned out, I was lucky again. On this
particular day, the fishing was useless because of a very strong swell so the video
team decided to land on Cato and take some footage.
It was a gift from the gods. Captain
James appeared with some members
of the crew. Seeing the destruction
and briefly listening to the situation,
James took matters into his own
hands. One hour later, the mast with
the antenna was standing, properly
guyed.

Rescuing the antenna

The visitors spent about an hour
wandering along the shore, trying to
fish from the beach and operating a
drone. Eventually, they departed and
the lowering tide started to move
water out of the lagoon.

With the antenna in place and the new setup with the barefoot IC-7200 on the
table, I was back on the air. For the next few days, from April 13th to 16th, the weather
spoilt me. The wind fell to acceptable levels of 20-25 knots; there was no more rain.
The Daily Routine
I would stay on the air all night starting on 40m at about 06Z capturing the
propagation to Japan/Asia, the Asian part of Russia, then smoothly to North America
and Europe. After two or three hours, I would go to 20m looking for Europe and then
back to 40m. Around 17z, I went to bed. Then, in the afternoon, I would look for
Japan, Asia and Europe on 15m.
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After a night on the air, I fell asleep, wrapped in a sleeping bag and turned off
almost instantly. Around 9am, after the air had warmed up, it was time for washing.
Everything was simple – you leave the tent, walk 15m and fall into the water. But you
must walk without hurrying, looking under your feet. It was not just the underwater
rocks that worried me. All of the Coral Sea and the Cato Island lagoon are inhabited
by sea snakes. They are very curious, coming very close to explore anything new –
and they are venomous. One of their habits is the love of warmth in the sand,
especially at low tide.
Naturally, the bathing took place in the clothes, to keep the feeling of coolness for
at least a little while longer. In addition, going swimming, I dragged a couple of empty
plastic water bottles. In the heat, I was reluctant to get out of the shadow and
watering myself with water brought some relief for at least half an hour.
In between beach walks around the island, I
had to devote some time to food. My main
meal was bitter chocolate at night and, twice
a day, gorgeous, aromatic with spices, dried
meat. I took about a kilogram of this, cooked
with two different recipes.
Life flowed calmly, although not always.
During the morning of April 15th, at the time
of a huge Japanese pileup on 15m, I noticed
that the transceiver power showed no more
Visiting the shack
than 20w. “What a hell of a thing” I thought.
A few minutes ago everything was fine. I started the ATU but the power stayed the
same. I jumped out of the tent. The mast was in place, the antenna was there but
one leg hung lifeless, wrapped around the mast. Maybe someone had badly tied the
insulator. I untangled the dipole – oops, there is no insulator at the end and plastic
surface is well chewed and the wire is bitten. The locals have unleashed guerrilla war
against me I don’t know who – birds, crabs, turtles – whoever. I resplice the wire
explaining to the two guards that I will soon be leaving. Back to the pileup!
My last night on the island was not particularly successful. The bad operating
from Europe meant that I could only log 200 contacts where I had hoped for 600.
After midnight, I had had enough and turned off to get enough sleep before packing
everything up ready for a scheduled 10am pickup by Big Cat.
I woke early and by 10am, all was packed with only the mast remaining to be
taken down and the tent dismantled. But although breakfast on the ship and start of
fishing takes place around 6am, there was no sign of the ship anywhere near the reef.
By noon, bad thoughts began to creep in. Something had happened. I was almost
out of food with only ten broth cubes, a third of a bar of chocolate and 1.5 litres of
water remaining.
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Around 2pm, an inflatable boat passed through the ring of reefs and buried itself
in the beach. I imagined how all my belongings and I would be taken out on it and
shuddered. This would require three or four trips. But everything turned out to be
easy. They just decided to warn me that the departure time would be 3pm and they
would come to pick me up by a bigger boat.
3pm came with no sign of a boat and low tide was approaching. The water had
gone out so far that part of the bottom was exposed at a distance of 40-50 metres
from the shore. But the ship’s crew knew their business and at 4pm, when the water
was returning, two big motorboats appeared. Fast loading, again up to the waist in
water and clinging to the side of the boat with both hands, I took a look at my
temporary shelter, saying goodbye.
I was greeted with joyful shouts from the Big Cat on my return to civilization. Fast
to the shower – what a bloody pleasant invention – a shower with hot water!
Fragrant with shampoo and feeling extraordinary lightness, it’s time for a snack – and
the cook has surpassed himself, offering croutons with fresh fish, fish in batter and
shrimp – and even cold beer!
After that, with darkness setting in, I sat on the upper deck watching the
preparations for departure. All the boats were washed, raised on board and fixed.
But there was no sign of us actually getting underway. At that moment, one of the
crew members found me in my hiding place and said sternly, “Andy, I have a job for
you”. Everyone was at the Big Cat’s bow. It appeared that the engine pulling up the
anchor rope was out of order and the only way to raise the anchor was with bare
hands.
In turn, each of us did his best to help. My turn came but it was not easy after a
week’s sitting without moving. Finally, there were three metres left, then two and
then the anchor was raised from a depth of 60 metres. I didn’t ask, but I have the
impression that it is just a tradition – and a good sea tradition finalizing the tour!
After a delicious dinner, it was time for a very deep sleep until the morning. Next
day passed in complete calm with the kind of weather that could not be missed by
the anglers on board. They started ‘trolling’ that, as far as I could understand, is
fishing on the go. By the evening, I had almost returned to civilization – both
physically and mentally. Around 1am, Bundeberg appeared. A farewell party at the
stern coincided with the birthday of one of the crew members with the exchange of
fishing and life stories.
At 8.30am, a pre-booked minibus collected me with all the boxes. The heavy
items were dropped at a local courier company for delivery to Adelaide and then
took me to Bundeberg airport. Despite some flight delays due to a thunderstorm, I
made my various connections and a taxi ride home finally ended my latest adventure.
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REBUILDING NEVILLE’S ANTENNA FARM
ROBERT MCHENRY, G3NSM
I have been licensed since 1959 but always
lived in suburban houses with never more
than a quarter acre of land. Then, in late
2012, I had the opportunity to buy a
property on the outskirts of Oxford with 34
acres. Not all of the site is suitable for
antennas. For one thing, it is on a north
facing hillside with a steep, wooded slope.
However, there is a seven acre meadow on
a sizeable flat plain at top 550’ (167m) asl.
On the advice of Clive GM3POI, who came to visit six months after I had acquired
the property, I put in the infrastructure for a good antenna system. Nine inch (23cm)
ducting was buried 2’ (60cms) underground almost the whole length of the 80m
uphill path from the shack to a specially built hut where the feeders from all the HF
antennas could enter and be switched remotely. Clive also advised a robust earthing
system at both the hut and the shack. Ian GM3SEK sourced 330m of LDF 5-50 Heliax
for feeder runs from the shack to the hut. I bought one of the excellent 31.5m towers
from Upshot and put it in a clearing at the top of the woodland about 500 feet
(150m) asl. Now, all I needed were good HF antennas.
Sourcing the hardware
In 2015, I spotted an advertisement in Radcom for a 5 ele 20m Long John Yagi
owned by Neville. I emailed him and bought it immediately. Getting it transported
the 85 miles from his shack to mine proved to be challenging for the shipping length
was over 20’. As Neville and I were subsequently to discover, finding a carrier who
will transport anything longer than 20’ at a reasonable cost is even more difficult
than it is to encounter a DX pileup without the presence of several policemen. This
initial contact and our problems sourcing carriers for towers and verticals were to be
the beginning of a three-year friendship.
Some years ago, Neville had moved from his large property in Hertfordshire to a
five acre site in rural Herefordshire taking his antenna farm with him. He documented
the challenges of getting planning permission for his two towers and other antennas
and erecting the antennas at the new QTH in several articles in CDXC Digest. In 2015,
he and his wife Trish started to contemplate another move, this time to South Devon.
What was to follow was lengthy correspondence with me as he gradually moved
from planning a smaller station in Devon to his final decision that he was giving up
amateur radio altogether. At each stage of this downsizing process, he would offer
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me a new tower or antenna and I would agree to buy each one until I ended up with
the lot.
The “package” comprised, the Long John which I have mentioned, a 160m Titanex
vertical, an 80m 4-square, a 40m 4-square, two Force 12 Yagis – a C31XR for the HF
bands and a N1217 for the WARC bands. There was also an extra heavy duty 80’
tower and a heavy duty 70’ tower. I purchased these in stages over the course of two
years and Neville delivered them to me in several runs which he made from
Herefordshire to Oxford with his handyman Gary. The 70’ tower and the 40m 4square were the last to be delivered because right up to May 2017, Neville still
thought he could have a “small” station in Devon comprising the 4-square and the
tower modified and mounted on a mobile trailer. Then, on 25th May, he finally wrote,
“I will not be on the air from Totnes”.

Force 12 N1217 on70’ HD tower
Interlaced 3el beams for 12 & 17m

Hy-Gain LJ-205CA “Long John” 20m
5 elements on 101’ tower
8.7dBi gain, 30dB F/B

Neville would greet me on these delivery trips in his usual manner, warm,
ebullient, avuncular and proud to show me what he had brought. He seemed keen
for his collection to be kept intact and replicated. Everything was labelled and
documented, and the appropriate parts had been cleaned and greased. Faulty
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sections had been replaced. The value of all the bigger items had been estimated
using the methods one would expect a professional accountant like Neville to use. He
would research the current price of the items and then apply a formula for
depreciation and current condition. The calculations would all be laid out on a
schedule for me to inspect. Then, having gone to all that trouble to be exact, he
would throw in, at no charge, antenna rotators, drums of Phyllistran, coax, dummy
loads, guy stakes, miscellaneous hardware, miles of copper wire, etc. He also gave me
his treasured mast-to-boom brackets which he had designed himself and of which he
was inordinately proud. “Treat these as a gift” was his constant refrain. It is fortunate
that I had a barn in which to store all the boxes as well as a lot of land on which to lay
out the tower sections and rigging. We’d then have lunch during which he would tell
me funny stories about the DXpeditions he had led and the different personalities he
had encountered in his amateur radio career.
The final delivery was made on 15 June 2017 and by now my yard looked as if
someone had laid out the pieces of some giant Meccano set. During the next few
months, it was all assembled to create an antenna farm comprising three lattice
towers, each with one of Neville’s HF Yagis and three 4-squares – for 80, 40 and 30m.
The smallest 4-square was constructed from 80m trap verticals that I had bought
from Neville years earlier and from which I removed the traps as well as cutting them
to size. I had no idea of the complexity of the whole project and the amount of work
involved in getting everything optimised and controllable from the shack nearly 600’
(180m) from the furthermost antenna.
An installation project

Lez and Alan using the digger to build a trench
for the feeder to the 160m vertical.

…together with James Pickance from Upshot
handling tower assembly with the
Telehandler ready to lift it into place.

I am fortunate to have the services of two handymen/groundsmen who work here
almost full-time. Lez and Alan dug the trenches for the cables and ducting, the holes
for the tower bases and mixed the cement to fill the holes. They also built with brick
sides the inspection hatches that are necessary for inspecting the ducting at regular
points – particularly where it branches in two directions. They have also built the
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switching hut, manhandled the Yagis onto the towers and built the bases for the 16
verticals and their guying systems. The finishing touches required the valuable and
skilled help of Ron, GW3YDX and James Pickance of Upshot.
Unfortunately, I was not able to put up Neville’s 160m Titanex vertical this winter
although the feedline is buried in place and the radials have been cut ready for
erection of the 90’ mast in the summer. You can see pictures of Lez and Alan digging
a trench across the meadow for the coax feeder.

The switching hut

I know Neville would have been
pleased with the overall result and I was
just about to send him the pictures you
see here when I got the sad news that he
had died suddenly. I now realise that I
have created a sort of memorial to him
and his incomparable contribution to our
hobby. Some people ask me how it is to
have such a great station. Given that I
have only had modest antennas in the
past, there are two things I appreciate,

1. Sometimes breaking a big DX pile-up with my first call
2. The facility consistently to work rare DX on the low bands in a way I never
thought possible. For example, in contests during the Winter, I can hear ZL, KH6 and
other Pacific islands almost all day during daylight hours on 40m over the long, short
and sometimes skewed paths.
I have also learnt that an antenna farm requires never ending attention; there is
always something to be tweaked or improved and everything requires regular
maintenance. Despite our best efforts to engineer it well at the outset, things still go
wrong in this exposed location. For example, the aluminium Titanex verticals on the
80m 4-square kept bending to the horizontal in the high winds before they were
reinforced with special lightweight aircraft steel and guyed in four directions at four
places.
Am I satisfied? Yes - but not complacent. I realise that there is more I could do to
hear the weak ones better and having got the transmit side optimised, I want to
focus on receive antennas for next season. So, there is always more to do but it is fun
and I keep remembering the words Neville wrote on a card that he tucked into his
last delivery, “Enjoy Bob, 73 Neville”.
I am grateful to Ian GM3SEK for help in sourcing the Heliax for the feeders and
also to Don G3XTT, Don G3BJ and Clive GM3POI for early advice and encouragement
with the antenna farm project.
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DX ADDICTION VERSUS SOTA ADDICTION PART 2
PHIL CATTERALL, G4OBK
In the March Digest I wrote about Summits
On The Air (SOTA) and how this branch of
Ham Radio had captured my attention
over the last ten years and taken me
somewhat away from working DX. The
article concentrated on SOTA Chasing making contacts with portable amateur
radio stations on summits from my shack.
This article concludes by explaining why I
also enjoy SOTA Activating - which is
taking an HF or VHF transceiver with an
aerial, setting it up and making CW and
Phone contacts from the top of the hill.
Very soon after I started SOTA Chasing in 2005, I wanted to put something back
into it. At that time my stepdaughter was studying for her degree in Scotland. Two
years before that, at the RSGB HF Convention near Windsor, I attended a lecture on
SOTA by the now SOTA President, John Linford G3WGV, who, with Richard G3CWI,
was the originator of SOTA. John's lecture whetted my appetite then but I held back
getting into it until I had more free time. Like many DXers I am interested in
geography, travel and maps - this fitted well with SOTA, where each activation can be
treated like a "mini DXpedition".
I quickly found that activating a summit was an excellent way to get out of the
shack, into the countryside, enjoying ham radio and helping to gain a good level of
fitness. The support system and awards infrastructure for the scheme were already
there - just like it is in DXCC and IOTA. This is provided at no cost by the management
team and volunteers - see my references to online resources at the end of this article.
The scheme is funded by merchandise, award fees and donations.
After a handful of activations in Fife and the Scottish Borders in 2005 with an FT817, I continued activating summits solely in the UK until 2009 when I started
operating on summits outside Great Britain on holidays with my wife and friends
from our local walking group. I also started doing dedicated SOTA DXpeditions, solo
and some with friends, notably G4OOE, GI4ONL and M0PYG. I helped form the local
walking group in 2006 and joined the Ramblers and YHA the same year organisations which fit well around my SOTA interests.
SOTA for me is about horses for courses. If a summit location will likely allow me
to get the four contacts needed to qualify it on VHF then I will just carry 2m FM
equipment, either QRP with a handheld and external aerial or QRO with a 50 watt
mobile radio and external aerial. On most of the summits in England and Wales this
strategy is likely to work, apart from some areas in the South of the country where
there is no significant ham population within line of sight or where smaller hills
within a range of mountains are surrounded by much higher ground. In these cases
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and in most countries outside England and Wales an HF CW/SSB strategy is generally
required to get the minimum four contacts needed. For HF operation my armoury
consists of a Yaesu FT-857 for QRO, or an Elecraft KX2 or YouKits HB1B for low power
and lighter weight. Battery power is an external 7 amp LiFePO4 battery (1.1 Kg) for
QRO or in the case of the KX2 the internal battery will allow the radio to run all day if
up to seven "rubber stamp" contest style activations are planned, making between
10 and 30 QSOs on each summit. The HF aerial is usually a link dipole at 5m AGL
without a balun and fed with lightweight RG-174 coax.
A few operators specialise in using 160 metres from summits - notably G4YSS. If I
can get near to the top of a hill or a mountain in my car I'll do that - and walk the final
few yards to my operating position on the ground or at a picnic table or bench if
there is one. Alternatively I have been prepared, as many do, to tackle a challenging
route over rugged terrain, crossing the occasional river, scrambling up cliffs or
negotiating a Via Ferrata. I've even used a bicycle to enable a quicker ascent but only
in the UK so far. No radio amateur has ever lost their life whilst participating,
although I personally know at least three operators who have been helicoptered off a
summit due to an accident, or exhaustion. So far I have not been one of them!
Planning the activations is part of the interest and I spend many hours poring over
maps, books, forums and blogs prior to setting out - this planning is essential for
various reasons, not least safety and is increasingly done online from the shack in the
weeks or months leading up to the activation. Several apps are available for
smartphones and tablets to assist SOTA Activating in various ways.

On summit FL-VO-036 Chaume de Réquival

G4OBK and OE9HRV on Hirschberg

I live in North Yorkshire and we have four summits within easy reach - three
require a hill walk of up to an hour each to reach them, one is accessible by car. After
activating all 176 English summits between 2005 and 2015 I am now concentrating
on summits not previously visited in Wales and Scotland and in Europe when I go
there on holiday.
To give a flavour of what SOTA Activating is to me I will recount this month's trip
to Friedrichshafen, my 5th visit there since 2003 and trips which have provided a
good opportunity to activate summits unique to me as part of motoring tours. On
this latest tour I was able to complete unique SOTA activations in France, Germany,
Austria and Belgium.
With my XYL I drove to Ashford, Kent and used Le Shuttle for the first time rather
than a Cross Channel Ferry. We found that the cost of the crossing by car is
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comparable to a ferry and is not only time saving, but more comfortable allowing us
to remain in the car for the 35 minute train journey. It was early evening when we
reached our hotel, around 10 miles south of Coquelles. The first activation, five miles
from there, took place next morning before my hotel breakfast. I drove to FL/NO-143
Ferme de Mont, Clerques. The hill is a pimple in the Calais countryside with a lane
crossing the actual summit. I set up on HF with a KX2 running 8 watts and my
20/30/40m band link dipole set up as an inverted vee with the centre at 5m AGL.
Shack Sloths (as SOTA Chasers are known) are notoriously reluctant to climb out of
bed and into the shack in Europe much before 0600z and Saturday 27 May was no
exception. Three regular chasers were worked but of course I need four contacts to
claim the SOTA points. With the CQ WPX CW Contest in full swing I tuned around
7025 - 7035 KHz - the hot spot for SOTA CW. There was Dennis F5VHY the CDXC
Editor calling CQ TEST at 579, however my 8 watts did not reach out to him. Instead I
looked around and quickly worked ED3O, 9A1A, EC2DX, OK2FD and DA2X in nine
minutes, enabling me to pack up and return to the hotel and join my wife for
breakfast.
Around lunchtime that day we pulled off the motorway and made a planned visit
to FL/NO-100 La Montagne, Cauroy another "drive on summit" where we enjoyed a
roadside picnic. I walked back up the road to fasten my pole to a road sign to make
25 QSOs with chasers in less than 30 minutes - a typical weekend haul - best DX being
on 20m SSB with George N1GB in Vermont. The other contacts were all within EU.
The remaining part of my "SOTA Tour with FN midway through" consisted of two
nights in a chambre d'hôte in Saint-Mihiel, six nights in a village gite in the Vosges and
five nights in a hotel 20 miles north of Friedrichshafen where a SOTA dinner (with
several ham nationalities in attendance) was held. We finished up with two nights on
the Belgian - German border just north of Luxembourg which remains the place with
the cheapest fuel in Europe - filling my Skoda Octavia Scout up of course as we
passed through.
With such a patient XYL to acknowledge my thanks to, this was the sum total of
the SOTA Tour:
29 summits were activated on HF on 20m, 30m and 40m CW/SSB. 27 summits
were unique visits for me. Out of the 29 summits visited I had already worked other
activators on 26 of them from my home QTH over the last ten years or so. 502 QSOs
were completed and 2565 miles were driven.
After my visit to Friedrichshafen last month I've now operated from 712 summits
in 20 DXCC Countries.
You can find out more about SOTA Activating on these links:
https://www.sota.org.uk/
http://www.sotawatch.org/index.php
https://www.sotamaps.org/
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IN THE DX WINDOW
NIGEL CAWTHORNE, G3TXF
Ham Radio 2018 - Friedrichshafen
This year’s Friedrichshafen was not quite like normal
years. Europe’s largest Amateur Radio event was held
earlier than usual, on the first weekend in June. It
therefore unfortunately clashed with the Europe HF CW
Field-Day weekend. For many operators both in DL and in
the UK this (“operating in a tent in a field”) weekend is
sacrosanct. The attendance around the exhibition halls
did feel slightly lighter than usual (although the queues to
get drinks and food outside in the sunshine seemed as
long as ever).
However for DXers and Contesters attending
Friedrichshafen this year a notable absence was the
Bavarian Contest Club (BCC) Dinner. This BCC Dinner
(usually with over 300 DXers and Contesters from around the world) was not held
because many BCC members were themselves otherwise engaged in CW Field-Day
and not present at the show. Hopefully next year, when Friedrichshafen returns to its
more usual slot in the calendar later in the year, the BCC Dinner will return.
The Friedrichshafen “Ham Radio” programme has a familiar format each year.
Arrive in Friedrichshafen on the Thursday before the show opens on the Friday
morning. Spend Friday at the show, walking, talking and looking at the exhibits. Then
on Saturday attend some of the DX and IOTA lectures as well as continue visiting the
exhibition. Two full days at the show is usually more than enough. Many visitors start
travelling home on the Sunday morning. The exhibits at “Ham Radio” fall into several
categories. As well as many of the main radio manufacturers, there were also one or
two larger dealers (although Germany’s largest Amateur Radio dealer WIMO was
noticeably absent from this year’s Ham Radio). US manufacturer Elecraft is a regular
exhibitor at Ham Radio, and Elecraft fans have a welcome opportunity to talk directly
to the company’s leading lights. There are numerous smaller specialist companies
present as well as of course the popular flea market.

Frank VO1HP and Steve G3VMW
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GM3YTS, GM0GAV & G3AB

Over the years the Ham Radio flea market has gradually reduced in size. This year
it was still large but was down to just about two and a half of the large halls.
Doubtless there are many useful nuggets to be found in the flea market although the
general impression is that much of the same ‘junk’ comes back year after year.
However it’s the national society and special interest club stands that provide the
most fun and interest and is where much of the chatting goes on at Ham Radio. CDXC
was among the several international DX clubs present. The ARRL as usual provides an
excellent DXCC card checking service on site. Behind the ARRL desk there are several
rows of DXCC card checkers working their way methodically through the numerous
piles of cards that are brought along to be checked at Ham Radio. However the
volume of QSLs having to be physically checked each year is decreasing significantly,
thanks to the ever expanding use of LoTW.
Friedrichshafen is always a fun weekend. This year was no exception. Despite
ominous forecasts of severe thunderstorms for the weekend, none materialised and
the Lake of Constance (Bodensee) weather was at its finest for “Ham Radio 2018”.
FT8 : the new revolution in DX operating
No ‘new mode’ has ever had such a rapid impact on Amateur Radio as FT8. It was
less than one year ago that I first ever heard of FT8 and it was less nine months ago
that I succeeded in making my first QSO on FT8. However since then, without
exaggeration, FT8 has (outside of contesting and working major DXpeditions) become
my main mode for HF DXing.
Whether this is good or bad for Amateur Radio in general, I have no idea. But
suffice to say, operating and working DX with FT8 is just great fun. Not only is FT8 a
fun operating mode but it is really effective for working DX although it has yet to be
shown how FT8 satisfactorily can cope with a major DXpedition. Hopefully the
KH1/KH7Z DXpedition in late June will provide the answer.
The first thing that strikes the new FT8 user is how much QSO traffic is crammed
into, what is effectively not much more than the bandwidth of a single SSB radio
channel. Not only are many signals all crammed in close together but somehow the
software is magically able to decode so many signals at the same time.
And the second thing that probably strikes a new user is how it is possible to
make FT8 QSOs on HF bands with signals which are just incredibly faint or even
inaudible. At this point some will throw up their hands in horror with comments such
as: “if I can’t even hear the station, then it can’t be a real Amateur Radio contact”.
Well, my answer to that would be: “tosh, FT8 is real radio!” Look at the antennas
outside, look at the mass of cabling connecting the radio equipment in the shack.
Look at the knowledge of HF propagation that will help you to make that wanted QSO
on whatever mode you’re using, including FT8.
A third positive feature of FT8 is its resilience to noise. With locally generated
‘noise’ becoming the number one enemy of Amateur Radio, the ability of FT8 to
decode signals even within a relatively noisy environment is a welcome feature
indeed, particularly for operators in noise ridden urban areas.
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The explosion in the popularity of FT8 in recent months has had the seemingly
negative effect of sucking activity dry on other modes on the HF bands. There is often
a teeming throng of activity on the FT8 frequencies while the rest of the band may
appear empty. Rather than being a negative for FT8, this surely is a positive indication
of how effective FT8 is in making QSOs and indeed of how much Amateur Radio
operators are enjoying using the new mode.
The sheer density of activity on FT8 also has positive side-effects, particularly on
higher frequencies where there may be just short openings in the propagation. The
continued and intense activity on the FT8 frequencies helps to highlight openings
which may otherwise have been missed. This is particularly the case on 6m during the
summer Es season, where openings are highly random and may be very short.
Operating FT8 full-time in the Es season on 6m
During recent weeks G3TXF has been making particular efforts on 6m in order to
try to work some of the simpler DX countries that have been carelessly missed on
that band over the years. A six-element 6m Yagi antenna was installed at the Devon
QTH. For a period of three weeks in early June (at the height of the Es season) there
was an intense period of operating on 6m. This was virtually all day, every day from
early morning through to midnight. During just three weeks it was possible to work
100 DXCC countries on six metres, thanks to being on FT8. Yes, having an excellent
QTH and the full-time presence in the shack helped too. But the 100 DXCC countries
would not have been possible in such a short period of time on 6m without the
intensity of operation provided by FT8.
As the popularity of FT8 spreads then so does the need to manage the radio
spectrum accordingly. On 6m the original FT8 frequency was 50313. However as the
amount of traffic on the original frequency increases, an alternate frequency of
50323 is also sometimes used. But it is intended that 50323 is used only for
intercontinental DX QSOs.
The UK Six Metre Group (UKSMG) has published guidelines for the use of FT8 on
6m, particularly concerning the “periods” of transmission. FT8 operating is divided
into “fifteen second slices”. In order to minimise interference, European stations
should transmit in the “even” periods (i.e. the 00 and 30 seconds past each minute),
whereas North American and Asian stations transmit in “odd” periods (i.e. 15 and 45
seconds past each minute). This is to ensure that loud European signals are not
transmitting during the periods when much weaker DX signals are being listened to.
Guidelines such as these improve DX operating for all on FT8 on 6m.
During my recent high-intensity stint of operating FT8 on 6m, I also noticed that,
on occasions, particularly rare stations might announce that they were operating on a
third FT8 frequency, i.e. 50333. The management of future preferred frequencies for
FT8 (on all the HF bands) will be important as the popularity of FT8 (and whatever
data mode comes next!) spreads.
FT8 and the DXCC Challenge
Fortunately for DXCC Challenge chasers, FT8 QSOs are treated just like a “DATA”
QSO. Some may argue, possibly not unreasonably, that FT8 should perhaps be in a
separate DXCC “mode” category on its own. However once the ARRL had classified
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FT8 as just another form of “DATA” mode for DXCC, then in effect this makes FT8
even more popular for DXCC Challenge chasers.
Another positive side-effect of FT8 is the interest it generates in Grid Squares.
Most FT8 QSOs have a Grid Square as part of the exchange. Interest in Grid Squares
has traditionally been more the domain of VHF (and 6m) operators. HF DXers will
now be taking a greater interest in Grid Squares not only because of FT8 but also
because of the ARRL’s new annual Grid Square awards program.
During my three week period of activity on 6m some 800 QSOs were made on
FT8. Since last September some 4,000 QSOs have been made on FT8 (from 160m to
6m) in total. Yes, I am looking forward to the next major CW Contest, where I will
again be “hearing” what is going on, but in the meantime I am happy to continue
chasing DX (as well as making general QSOs) on FT8!

CLUB LOG CORNER
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO YUGOSLAVIA?
ALAN JUBB, 5B4AHJ

From time to time the Club Log team receives queries as to why
Yugoslavia isn’t a deleted entity. How can Yugoslavia possibly be
renamed Serbia when these two are clearly (to the enquirer)
different countries, and similar questions. Of course, it would
have been more appropriate to ask ARRL’s DXCC Desk these
questions, rather than the Club Log team. Nevertheless, I
thought it may be of interest to CDXC members to discuss the
modern history of the region. The subject of the breakup of
Yugoslavia is politically sensitive, so I have not expressed any
personal views in this article, but have taken information published in Wikipedia.
History
Apart from the <snip>, which is used to remove unnecessary (to this discussion)
language information, the following text is taken verbatim from Wikipedia:
[1] “Yugoslavia <snip> was a country in Southeastern and Central Europe for most
of the 20th century. It came into existence after World War I in 1918 under the name
of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes by the merger of the provisional State
of Slovenes, Croats and Serbs (itself formed from territories of the former AustroHungarian Empire) with the formerly independent Kingdom of Serbia. The Serbian
royal House of Karađorđević became the Yugoslav royal dynasty. Yugoslavia gained
international recognition on 13 July 1922 at the Conference of Ambassadors in
Paris.[2] The country was named after the South Slavic peoples and constituted their
first union, following centuries in which the territories had been part of the Ottoman
Empire and Austria-Hungary”.
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5B4AHJ: It is important to note, in the context of questions asked of the Club Log
team, that the Kingdom of Serbia was a founder and major member of early
Yugoslavia.
[1] “Renamed the Kingdom of Yugoslavia on 3 October 1929, it was invaded by
the Axis powers on 6 April 1941. In 1943, a Democratic Federal Yugoslavia was
proclaimed by the Partisan resistance. In 1944, the king recognised it as the
legitimate government, but in November 1945 the monarchy was abolished.
Yugoslavia was renamed the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia in 1946, when a
communist government was established. It acquired the territories of Istria, Rijeka,
and Zadar from Italy. Partisan leader Josip Broz Tito ruled the country as president
until his death in 1980. In 1963, the country was renamed again, as the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY)”.
[1] “The constituent six socialist republics that made up the country were the SR
Bosnia and Herzegovina, SR Croatia, SR Macedonia, SR Montenegro, SR Serbia, and
SR Slovenia. Serbia contained two Socialist Autonomous Provinces, Vojvodina and
Kosovo, which after 1974 were largely equal to the other members of the federation.
After an economic and political crisis in the 1980s and the rise of nationalism,
Yugoslavia broke up along its republics' borders, at first into five countries, leading to
the Yugoslav Wars. From 1993 to 2017, the International Criminal Tribunal for the
former Yugoslavia tried political and military leaders from the former Yugoslavia for
war crimes, genocide and other crimes”.
[1] “After the breakup, the republics of Serbia and Montenegro formed a reduced
federation, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY), which aspired to the status of
sole legal successor to the SFRY, but those claims were opposed by the other former
republics. Eventually, Serbia and Montenegro accepted the opinion of the Badinter
Arbitration Committee about shared succession. In 2003 the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia was renamed to State Union of Serbia and Montenegro. The union
peacefully broke up when Serbia and Montenegro became independent states in
2006, while Kosovo proclaimed its independence from Serbia in 2008”.
[2] “On 21 May 2006, Montenegro held a referendum to determine whether to
end its union with Serbia. The results showed 55.4% of voters in favor of
independence, which was just above the 55% required by the referendum. On 5 June
2006, the National Assembly of Serbia declared Serbia to be the legal successor to
the former state union.”
5B4AHJ: In conclusion, Serbia was a founder member and major player in all the
various incarnations of Yugoslavia, and was the only state left after the other exmembers of Yugoslavia became independent. It therefore doesn’t seem unreasonable
to rename the DXCC entity of Yugoslavia as Serbia. However, ARRL may have different
logic, yielding the same result.
References, acknowledgements and related articles
[1] Wikipedia: Yugoslavia
Wikipedia: Socialist Federal Republic of
[2] Wikipedia: Serbia
Yugoslavia
Wikipedia: Serbia and Montenegro
Wikipedia: Montenegro
Wikipedia: Kingdom of Yugoslavia
Wikipedia commons: Map of Former
Yugoslavia during the war (1993).
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THE CONTEST WORLD
DENNIS ANDREWS, F5VHY
NFD 2018
In earlier times, NFD was one of the prime activities of many UK
Clubs. The entry typically showed over 100 groups enjoying a family
weekend out in the country. But times changed and, for not totally
defined reasons, the number attracted to organising and
participating in the activity steadily diminished.
By 2010, the number of /P stations had dropped to the mid-50s and RSGB HFCC
spent some years investigating ways in which interest might be restored. Some
blamed the lack of CW operators although the level of interest in the 80m CCs might
suggest that this is not totally the case.
NFD 2013 introduced a rather complex set of rules defining antenna
configurations which were not too popular and were dropped after a few years. For
2017, there was a major restructuring of the rules that departed from the traditional
structure of Open and Restricted Sections. The now-renamed 100w categories were
made into Assisted and Unassisted sections; a section for Fixed stations was added
and a scoring multiplier based on DXCC entities brought the contest closer to the
rules for European Field Day. In addition, the double-points bonus for 10m was
dropped although retained for 160m.
For this year, an additional section was introduced for QRP entries using
“Renewable Energy” and all sections were opened to Overseas entrants. The effect of
these changes seems to have stabilised the number of UK portables at around 35.
These days, results appear very quickly and, for 2018, can be found at:
https://www.rsgbcc.org/cgi-bin/hfresults.pl?Contest=NFD&year=2018
Commonwealth Contest
At one point, there were suggestions that “BERU”, perhaps seen as a relic of a
discontinued piece of history, would be dropped from the Contest Calendar. But a
change of name, innovative rule changes and good publicity have resulted in a steady
increase in the number of entrants.
In my days on the HFCC, one of my favourite tasks was adjudication of the
contest. In those pre-computer days, the snail-mail logs trickled in during the weeks
following the event. The wealth of postage stamps from all corners was passed on to
grateful collectors. But, of course, computers and Cabrillo have changed all that and
the results are now posted very quickly.
I used to feel it was a good year if the number of logs exceeded 100. By 2002, the
number had risen to 159 and the subsequent years continued to show a steady
increase reaching a peak of 297 in the sunspot peak year of 2013 and have continued
around that figure although the depressed conditions this year reduced the entry to
240,
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The contest has retained the overall format of Open and Restricted sections but
multi-op (limited popularity) and a 12-hour option (more popular).
Sections for Assisted were added in 2015 which, together with the choice of 48 or
24 hours gives the option of four different sections. The 5w section, added in 2016
attracted 13 entries this year, which considering the poor conditions, must have
presented a real challenge.
The Team concept, introduced in 2011, has become increasingly popular and this
year attracted 12 teams with Team Australia leading the field. Individual scores are
listed in the appropriate Single-op sections and for the Team placings are adjusted by
a multiplier that takes into account a Latitude factor for each hemisphere.
There were 16 HQ stations operating this year providing additional bonus points
to entrants. These included eight from the UK’s individual country entities.
Full results can be found at:
https://www.rsgbcc.org/cgibin/hfresults.pl?Contest=Commonwealth%20Contest&year=2018
Much of the ongoing success of the Commonwealth Contest can be attributed to the
efforts of Bob, G3PJT and the website he supports at:
https://berucontest.wordpress.com/page/2/ . The website includes a link to a
downloadable copy of his book Reflections in a Rosebowl.
CQWW Contests alive and well!
A reflector recently raised the question “Has FT8 destroyed Ham Radio?” Well,
the level of activity in contesting would seem to provide a big NO answer to that.
Despite declining band conditions, the amount of activity and level of contest
entries continues to grow in all modes. Since 2010, total submitted logs for CQWW
SSB have grown from 6,500 to over 8,600 and fro CQWW CW from 6,100 to over
8,400.
John Dorr, K1AR appointed Director of CQWW DX Contest
Well known contester K1AR has been appointed as
Director of the CQ World Wide DX Contest, in succession
to Doug Zwiebel, KR2Q,
A ham since 1969, John has been a member of the
CQWW Contest Committee since the mid-1970s and
served as CQ magazine’s Contesting Editor for over 20
years, from 1989-2011. He is also a two-time medalist in
the World Radiosport Team Championship (WRTC), a
two-time president of the Yankee Clipper Contest Club,
chairman of the World Wide Radio Operators’
John Dorr, K1AR
Foundation and has been emcee of the Dayton Contest
[Photo – ARRL]
Dinner for the past 25 years. John was elected to the CQ
Contest Hall of Fame in 1997.
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With his wide experience in all areas of contesting, we can be confident that the
future of CQWW is in good hands. An interview with John by Tim Duffy, K3LR can be
found at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0KycCK1171U .
CQWW Contests 2017 Results
SSB Section
2017 SSB Results- UK High scorers
Call

Psn
EU/
WORLD

Category

M1U (M0UTD)
4/10 SOLPA
GU3HFN (RL5D)
9
SOLPA
G4CWH
2/4
SOQRPALL
G4Q (G3PRI)
7
SOQRPALL
G4FKA
9
SOHP15
G4L (G4LDL)
2/2
SOHP160
GW2X
3/3
SOHP160
MU0GSY
8
SOLP15
MI0M (MI0SAI)
1/1
SOLP20
G3Y (G3YBY)
4/5
SOLP20
GW4ZAR
8
SOLP20
MW8T (MM0CWJ)
8/10 SOQRP20
GI4T (MI0SMK)
9
SAHP40
M3W (G4FAL)
9/9
SAHP80
G4IIY
7/8
SAHP160
G8X (G4FJK)
7/9
SALP40
G3WW
8
SAQRP20
M6T
1/8
MM
Positions shown as x/x indicate position in
Europe followed by overall position in
World where in the top 10.

Photo: G3TXF

Ian, G3WVG operated 20m SOSB(A) from the
G3TXF QTH in Devon.

Congratulations to Simon, MI0SAI
operating as MI0M who achieved #1 in
the world in the20m Single-band Low
Power section.
Other noteworthy entries were G4L
(G4LDL ) 2/2 on SOHP160 and G4CWH 2/4
on SOQRPALL.

M6T always find themselves in a deserved class of their own for Multi-multi
operations. On SSB, they hit 1st in Europe and 8th in the World ahead of such big
guns as DF0HQ, LZ9W and CU4DX. On CW, 9A1A just managed to push them down
to 2nd in Europe and 4th in the World.

Pictures of the antenna farm at M6T
never fail to impress

Dave, G4BUO Jamie, M0SDV
Keiron, M0KHB
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CW Section
2017 CW Results – UK High Scoreres
Psn
Call
EU/
Category
WORLD
M0DXR
3
SOHPALL
G6XX (G4FAL)
9
SOHPALL
GM7R (GM0NAI)
3/7
SOHP10
G4FKA
5
SOHP15
GJ2A (MJ0ASP)
4
SOHP20
GU4CHY
8
SOHP20
G4L (G4LDL)
10
SOHP160
GU3HFN (RL5D)
1/7
SOLPALL
GU4YOX
2
SOLP15
M5D (G4WQI)
3
SOLP15
G4C (G0IBN)
10
SOLP20
G2X (G0DCK)
6/7
SOLP160
G4DBW
7
SOQRPALL
GU4YBW
9
SOQRP15
G3L (G3LHJ)
1/2
SOQRP20
G4CWH
4/5
SOQRP40
M7R (G0TPH)
6/6
SOQRP80
GM4M (GM4UBJ)
8/9
SOQRP160
GW5R (GW3YDX)
2/3
SAHP20
G3TXF
7/9
SAHP40
G4IIY
6/9
SAHP160
M7X (G0TSM)
4/7
SALP15
M6W (G3WW)
3/5
SALP40
G8X (G4FJK)
6/6
SALP160
GM0BKC
9/9
SALP160
GW4J (GW0ETF)
2/2
SAQRP20
GW0KRL
6/7
SAQRP20
M6T
2/4
MM
Positions shown as x/x indicate position in
Europe followed by overall position in
Word where in the top 10.

Derrick, G3LHJ operated 20m QRP as G3L and
made 1st in Europe and 2nd in the World from a
very comfortable looking shack.

For the CW section, there was a total entry of 217
logs from UK – perhaps a little disappointing
when compared with, for example, Germany that
showed a total of 627 logs.
Ron – GW3YDX, operating as GW5R made 2,180
Qs plus 39Z/144C in gaining 2nd place in Europe in
the 20m HP assisted section.
Demonstrating that QRP can make a showing,
Derrick – G3L (G3LHJ) spent 11.4 hours to make
his 321 Qs for 1st place in EU on 20m.
Oleg – RL5D visited GU3HFN and amassed 2,644
QSOs plus 90Z/362C to achieve 1st place in
Europe in the SO Low power/all bands section.

Ron – GW3YDX operated as GW5R and hit #2 in Europe and #3 in the World on 20m/HP/Assisted
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THE CDXC DIGITAL DIARY
ROGER COOKE, G3LDI
Life after FT8
With the continuing lack of propagation activity is full on FT8. This
is the one spot on the band where it can be guaranteed that you will
see activity. I am not so sure it is the activity I would prefer but this is
where the party is, so everybody gets on there. Things must be bad
because even Nigel G3TXF has been hammering FT8 lately and so has
Clive GM3POI, especially on 6m. There have been some reasonable Es
on 6m and activity has been frantic at times. This is at the expense of other modes,
with little on the CW end in comparison.
Input has been low in the last few weeks too, so this will be a short column this
month. I have only had one update to the RTTY table, so the summer doldrums nicely
sums up the situation. That came from Dick Grolleman, PA3FQA. As you see, it puts
him nicely into second place. I guess people are on holiday too at this time of year,
plus watching the TV news like me, with the hope of something definite coming out
of the Singapore meeting, P5 might be a reality yet! My fingers are well and truly
crossed.
Chris G8APB is one of the FT8 converts. He is doing battle with Gordon G3PXT for
squares. This is what Chris had to say about FT8:
“My Gast was flabbered this morning when I worked XZ2A, the only amateur
licensed in Myanmar. He is limited to 25w and on 15, 12 and 10m only with a vertical
on 15m. He is a teacher in primary schools and orphanages in central Myanmar and is
only allowed to operate from his hotel room in Naypyitaw (don't ask me where that
is, see his entry in QRZ.com).
I was working new squares when he popped up in purple as a new DXCC and he
came back first call. I was delighted and it will add to my digital DXCC listing when he
gets to confirm. Made it to 100 DXCCs worked in the first 16 days of May, is this a
record? All on FT8 of course.”
Regarding the battle with Gordon Chris says:
“It looks like Gordon has not taken May Grids seriously. Despite his efforts and
40m odd grids of the last week or so, I seem to be able to match him and even slowly
draw away, difference is now over +400. CW this weekend in CQ WW WPX contest,
with a few more FT8. Rare RTTY contacts now, outside contests. I had a dabble in the
Volta RY contest 200+ contacts and had an mail from the organisers asking me to put
in my log, seems they need support, Also got a better result in the EA RY contest 29th
last year 17 this year, SOAB of course.
DX seems to be there this morning, worked two calls from KH6 on CW and heard
AH2. Meanwhile FT8 seems to be able to work the weak ones, depending on band
and time of day. I decided to try 6m on FT8 and have 67 squares in just this month.
Gardening takes its place too; flowers, fruit and veg. looking good so far in the
heat wave.”
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Well, gardening is another thing that takes most of us out of the shack in the
summer so I guess we are all cutting grass! It takes me five hours to cut mine; that is
the price of owning a large plot for antennas!
RBN Spots for FT8
I noticed this post from N4ZR who is part of the RBN team.
As some may be aware, we’ve been debating for some time about whether the
RBN should handle FT8 spots. A few weeks, ago, several prolific RBN nodes began
spotting FT8 signals, using the combination of WSJT-X and an unreleased Aggregator,
version 5. The purpose of this limited Alpha test was to get a feel for the load and
other implications of carrying FT8 spots on the RBN; it has been very revealing. The
most striking characteristic of FT8 spots is their sheer quantity. Here are some
weekday statistics from one of the US testers:
23-May - CW 4294 14%, RTTY 69 0.22%, FT8 26318 86%, Total 30681
24-May - CW 4370 13%, RTTY 46 0.14%, FT8 29298 87%, Total 33714
Whether due to the startling popularity of the new mode, or to the ability to spot
stations at 22 dB below the noise level, it seems obvious that adding FT8 spots to our
spot flow could have a huge impact on the infrastructure of the RBN. These numbers
suggest that if only 20-30 RBN nodes added FT8 spots, those spots could outnumber
the total CW and RTTY spots being delivered by the 140-150 nodes currently active
on the network, doubling the total required throughput. It sort of confirms things
does it not?
Gordon G3PXT sent his report as follows:
“I have been on six meters for most of May and June.
71 DXCC on six best dx: OH0, ZA/OG2M, 9K2MU, D41CV, GD, GU, HB0, HV0A, OY1CT,
SO1WS, T77C, UN3M, TY2AC, WB4LMQ, WC4H, WP4G, VO1FOG.
In the UKSMG square hunt contest since 5 May on 6m and now have 285 squares
in 5th place behind the big guns, the likes of IZ5EME, EI4DQ and IS0BSR.
6m all time total 451 squares; QSO total for 2018 on 6m is 1228, all modes.”
As you can see, Gordon spends a LOT of time on the air! I think he sleeps
sometimes but not really sure. He gets some very nice certificates, especially from
the Russians for their data contests. All of his certificates can be seen on his qrz.com
page.
BARTG 75 Baud Sprint
Again, due to poor propagation, this was somewhat of a struggle this time.
I nearly gave up at one stage, the going was so difficult. Under poor propagation
75 Bauds is not easy. The error rate increases and I lost count of the number of
repeat requests I made. These defeat the object of using 75 Bauds in the first place
but it would help a lot if everyone sent their serial number at least three times.
However, I did finish about 30 minutes early, as I became bored. I finished with 126
Qs and 21168 points.
It seems that this was not just me! Chris G8APB said:
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“That was truly a struggle, at one point I thought I wouldn't even make 100 Qs,
but thanks to John I made the magic number, but got depressed that he gave me a
higher number.
Only four continents, and great thanks to YV3AAX for the lone S. American,
nothing from Africa, not even CN or EA8, although they were active according to the
bandmap, but not on RY.
The conditions were extremely poor verging on atrocious, but so was activity. I
think the advent of FT and JT modes (mostly FT8) has taken away from traditional
modes as the thread on the reflectors has said, but the novelty will wear off
EVENTUALLY.”
John GW4SKA also had his share of problems.
“Yes it was hard going. I had to do a lot of switching bands, searching around and
mixing run with S/P to keep a decent rate. 20m stayed open nicely through the
contest, as sometimes it has completely closed after a short time. 40m was much as
expected but 80m was very poor, with very high background noise levels here. It only
came to life in the last 15 minutes of the contest. Just one contact with South America
and one with Asia.”
Any other CDXC members taking part? Let me have YOUR thoughts.
The next BARTG 75 Baud Sprint is in September. Have a look at the new web site.
http://bartg.org.uk/wp/
DXCC RTTY
Let me have your updated RTTY score when you do have a change please. I think
there are two reasons why input is slow. One is the migration of RTTY ops to FT8 and
the other is the poor propagation. These are all-time scores however, dating back to
the 1960s!
RTTY DXCC TABLE - ALL-TIME SCORES
NAME / CALL SIGN
STEVE
N3SL
DICK
PA3FQA
ALEX
YO9HP
IAN
G3KZR
TOM
GM4FDM
VILNIS
YL2KF
DAI
MW0CRI
JOHN
GW4SKA
NAND
VU2NKS
PHIL
GU0SUP
ROGER
G3LDI

WORKED
346
339
332
323
322

CONFIRMED
346
339
332
323
321

311

306
300

298

298

295
293
284

294
292
268

RICH
W3ACO
DAVID
G3YYD
AL
GW3SFC
CHRIS
G8APB
JOHN
G7SSE
PHIL
ZL3PAH
CHRIS/G8APB aka
M0A
GORDON
G3PXT
ANDREW
G8GNI
KEITH
G6NHU
PETER
G3VPS

249
270
240

248
244
238

250
215
220

230
200
192

171

159

187
159
155

158
153
139

216

76

Please send reports and pictures to roger@g3ldi.co.uk
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THE OLD TIMER – ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS TO WA6AUD & VE1DX
The Golden Days of DXing
We took a walk down to the village last week and we ran across several of the
Local QRPers sitting on a park bench talking about a number of things, but mostly DX.
Some of these QRPers had been around the track a few times, but we had learned
long ago that the true understanding of DX is not always measured by years on the
air. Since DX was a topic that always caught our attention, we decided to see what
going on. "What's new?" we asked, sitting down.
One of the more elderly QRPers replied, "We were just talking about the Golden
Days of DXing, about those days when things were better than they are today; when
DXers stood tall, and were the top echelon of Ham radio; when you could be proud to
call yourself a DXer. Not like today. DXing is a lost art. And we all agree on that, but
there seems to be a bit of a problem on just when the Golden Days of DXing were."
We weren't sure that DXing had become a lost art, so we asked for clarification.
Two or three of the QRPers started to answer at once so we held up our hand "Take a
turn each", we said, "and let's start with the most senior one." The QRPer who had
started the conversation jumped up, beaming with pride, "I was first licensed in 1947
when I was just 15" he began, "and I'm sure that the Golden Days of DXing were back
then. We built our own rigs, and we didn't have any 2-metre spotting repeaters or
anything like that. We found the DX on CW or AM and the DX was real DX, not the
stuff that's kicking around today. Once SSB came around, DX was gone!" He looked
around at the group and it was clear he was ready to defend his position. No one said
anything so we nodded to the next QRPer.
"Well, I started out in the early 60's and did most of my serious DXing in the 60's
and 70's. And that was when DX was DX; when Danny and Gus and Don were
activating the new ones. We had a simplex frequency on 2-metres where we all met
and exchanged DX information. And we never bothered with AM, either!" he said,
glaring at the first QRPer, "No sir, we used CW and SSB. And sometimes we would
even call the locals on the landline or give them a one-ringer to let them know when
something rare showed up. We all understood the true meaning of DX IS!"
Somehow we doubted that any of the group understood this, but we simply
nodded to the third QRPer. He was ready to make his pitch. "Those old guys can't see
beyond their D-104s and straight keys!" he started in. "I've been on the air for 12
years now, and the Golden Days of DXing have just ended. I worked the Big Guns, like
Martti and Romeo. The Golden Days of DXing are winding down and will be gone by
the end of the year! When us real DXers operated, we all used solid state
transmitters, DX spotting repeaters and Packet Clusters. We logged all our contacts
with our computers and we worked DX on 30, 17 and 12 metres too! These guys
don't even have WARC band antennas and they say they've seen the Golden Days of
DXing! How can you say you've done it all when you haven't worked a rare one on
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17-metre RTTY that popped up on the Packet cluster?" And he sat down; just as sure
that he was right as the other two.
Things were quiet for about 30-seconds as the QRPers looked at us, waiting for a
decision. Son of a Gun! Should you think we were going to offer an opinion on this
one, think again. For as has often been said, once a can of worms has been opened,
you'll need a bigger can to get them all back in. Then the silence ended with "What
do you think?" and "When were the Golden Days of Dxing?" and "Tell us who is
right!" So we did the only thing we could do. We hauled the group of them up the hill
to see the Old Timer.
He was sitting in front of his rig, tuning 15-metres for the polar opening to Asia.
He looked up and motioned for everyone to sit down. After a few minutes he looked
over and asked what was new. This brought forward the same arguments as we had
heard down in the park, complete with arm waving and pounding of fists as points
were made and territories staked out. The Old Timer looked at the QRPers for a
moment and then asked, "You all seem convinced that you are right, but what makes
you think the Golden Days of DXing are over?"
On this there was agreement. And to get two QRPers to agree on anything was
rare . . . to have three agree was never heard of before. "The Internet and the new HF
regulations are destroying DX!" they yelled in unison. We were impressed. The Old
Timer took a deep breath, glanced at us with that "Why did you bring these QRPers
here?" look and replied. "None of you understand the true meaning of DX IS! Didn't
Albert always say that all things were relative, although some more so. He spelled it
all out in his Special Theory of DX. But none of you can understand it, can you? Did it
ever occur to you that the Golden Days of DXing are right now? And that no matter
what the Internet, the ARRL, the FCC, the RSGB or any other technical or political
group does or says will change this! The Great Days of DXing are here. The signs are
everywhere! And the Golden Days of DXing are the Great Days of Dxing!"
The QRPers glanced back and forth at each other with confused and puzzled
looks. Then, they all got up and slowly made their way out the door. We could hear
them muttering as they made their way down the hill and it was clear they did not
believe or understand what had been said. And we even had lingering doubts. So we
asked the Old Timer, "All this talk about the Internet and no-code lowering the
standard and destroying DX . . . do you think the QRPers have a point?" The Old
Timer looked up from his rig, stared us right in the eye and simply said: "No."
And with that he turned back toward his rig and began tuning 15 again. It was
clear this was all he was going to say. So we made our way down the hill and toward
the library. For a while we were sure we understood the true meaning of DX IS!, we
felt it wouldn't hurt to read Albert's book on the Special Theory of DX once again.
These are trying times in this world of DX. When the new HF licensing regulations are
announced, like the Hero of Mafeking Lord Baden-Powell so often advised, we
wanted to "Be prepared!"
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Remove noise from weak signals..
..Hear clearly with a bhi DSP
noise cancelling product!
ParaPro EQ20 Audio DSP Range

- 20W audio power amplifier with parametric
equaliser for
personalised listening
- Optional bhi DSP
Noise Cancelling and
Bluetooth connectivity
- 4 versions available:
EQ20, EQ20-DSP
EQ20-B, EQ20B-DSP
- Can be used with your
bhi Dual In-Line, NEIM1031
& Compact In-line units

NES10-2 MK3
Amplified DSP speaker:

- Rotary filter select switch
- 8 DSP filter levels 9 to 35dB
- 5W input & 2.7W audio out
- 3.5 mm mono headphone socket
- On/off audio bypass switch
- 12 to 24VDC (500mA)

Compact In-Line

Revive your
radio or speaker
with a bhi DSP
install module:
NEDSP1061-KBD
low level audio
module or the
NEDSP1062-KBD
amplified audio
module!

Dual In-Line

Mono/stereo DSP noise eliminating module

***New improved DSP noise cancelling***
- 8 Filter levels 8 to 40dB - 3.5mm Mono or stereo
inputs - Line level in/out - 7 watts mono speaker
output - Headphone socket - Easy to adjust and
setup - Ideal for DXing, club stations, special
event stations and field day events - Supplied
boxed with user manual and audio/power leads Suitable for use with many radios and receivers
including Elecraft K3, KX3 & FlexRadio products

DSPKR

- Easy control of DSP filter
- 7 filter levels
- Sleep mode
- Filter select & store
function
- Separate volume control
- Input overload LED
- Headphone socket
- Supplied with user manual
and fused DC power lead

bhi Ltd, 22 Woolven Close
Burgess Hill, RH15 9RR, UK

New!

Shape your receive audio to suit your ears!

Simply plug in the audio
and connect the power!

10W amplified DSP noise
cancelling speaker

bhi

Compact handheld mono/stereo
in-line DSP noise cancelling unit

- Easy to use rotary controls for
all functions - New improved
DSP noise cancelling - Use with mono
or stereo inputs - 8 filter levels
9 to 35dB - Ideal for portable use & DXing
- Use with headphones or a small speaker
-12V DC power or 2 x AA batteries
- Over 40 hours battery life
- Size: 121mm x 70mm x 33mm
- Suitable for use with Elecraft K3 & KX3

DESKTOP

- 10W amplified DSP
noise cancelling
base station speaker
- Rotary volume
and filter level controls
- 8 filter levels 9 to 35dB
- Speaker level and
line level audio inputs
- 3.5mm Headphone socket
- Size 200(H)x150(D)
x160(W)mm, Weight 1.9 Kg
- For use with most
radios, receivers & SDR
including Elecraft &
FlexRadio

Tel: 01444 870333

www.bhi-ltd.com

EA&O

3rd IMDR 110 dB*
RMDR 112dB *
BDR 150 dB*

1

2

3

Down conversion and Roofing ﬁlters
promise the Best Performance
for your DX life.

TS-890S
HF / 50MHz / 70MHz*4 TRANSCEIVER

Coming this late Summer

Full Down Conversion RX
H-mode mixer
High C/N 1ST LO

Built-in Rooﬁng ﬁlters
500Hz / 2.7kHz / 6kHz / 15kHz
(270Hz Option)

7 inch Color TFT Display

Rooﬁng Frequency Sampling Band Scope
Auto Scroll Mode
Multi information Screen

100W*5 Heavy Duty
Built-in Antenna Tuner
*4:70MHz, E type only *5:50W/70MHz

*1:Third order inter modulation Dynamic Range *2:Reciprocal Mixing Dynamic Range *3:Blocking Dynamic Range
Values are measured examples. (2kHz spacing:14.1 MHz, CW, BW 500 Hz, Pre Amp OFF)

JVCKENWOOD U.K. Limited

12 Priestley Way, London, NW2 7BA, United Kingdom

www.kenwoodcommunications.co.uk

ML&S - The World Famous Ham Radio Store

0345 2300 599

SAFE ONLINE SHOPPING
Shopping online with ML&S is safe
and secure. E&OE

Web: www.HamRadio.co.uk

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER AND
FACEBOOK

HamRadioUK

Martin Lynch & Sons Ltd. Wessex House, Drake Avenue, Staines, Middlesex TW18 2AP. E-mail: sales@hamradio.co.uk
Opening Hours: Mon - Fri: 8.30am to 5pm. Sat: 9am to 4.30pm. International Tel: +44 1932 567 333

As the only appointed UK Yaesu ‘Direct’
Distributor, ML&S have put together
a special package for those of you
who may be taking a trip during these
beautiful summer days.
You can now purchase the fantastic Yaesu FT25E as a “Double-Pack,” offering 5 Watts output
and easy to use numerical keypad. These
simple 2m VHF handhelds are perfect for SOTA
activities or even just as a general point to point
communications package.

This package can
be ordered at a
discount price of
£119.99 incl. VAT.
That’s a saving of
almost £20 by buying
two together.

More interested in HF operation?
Then you’ll be delighted to hear about the return of the famous ‘101’
series from Yaesu.
No, they haven’t released a valve powered set again (pity!) but reissued the
famous 101 model number from the seventies with the introduction of their
latest FTdx101D SDR based transceiver.
The model name “101” comes from Yaesu’s legendary-popular best-selling
FT-101 series. With all its strength, YAESU have produced this new HF
transceiver to carry on the tradition of high quality known from the original
101 series. Even Martin G4HKS cut his teeth on the original FT-101E from
Bernie & Brenda!
The new FTdx101D will be certain to satisfy the variety of many amateur
radio enthusiasts’ demands.

Be the ﬁrst in the queue to secure
this future classic.

The Yaesu FTdx101D

A few of the remarkable features of the new FTdx101D are;

Want to know the price? We think you’ll
be pleasantly surprised. So why not call
to ﬁnd out? 0345 2300 599.

www.HamRadio.co.uk

Deposits can be placed online at
www.HamRadio.co.uk or by calling our sales team on
0345 2300 599.
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The new Yaesu FT-4XE is the
latest in the range to cover both
VHF/UHF and is available now
from the store or online.

t YAESU High-Class HF/ 50MHz/70MHz* 100W Transceiver. YES 4m as
standard!!!!!
t SDR Technology and Waterfall Display
t Large Touch Panel precision colour display
t Active Band Monitor enables rapid band changes with LED illumination of
the operating band
t Independent control of the Main and Sub Bands allows effortless
operation for the serious contester needing to move quickly between the
amateur bands
t High-Q VC Tuning Front-End
t Main tuning dial for Main and Sub Band frequency control includes an
Outer Dial for clariﬁer, VC tuning, ﬁne tuning or custom settings

adio.

TX Factor

Looking for a
Dual-Band Handie?
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WATCH
ML&S TV
Get yourself a brew, pull up a chair &
watch ML&S TV!
All of our videos on one TV channel.

www.MLandS.TV

